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Abstract
On the last few years it was possible to notice a sharp growth on the use of the Internet and also on
its importance for the society. This growth was only possible due to the ability of the Internet to
ease some tasks and to speed processes, but also because of the existence of some tools that made
easy the navigation on the Internet. One of those tools is the Domain Name System (DNS), which
allows the assignment of intuitive names to the Web pages and makes the correspondence of those
names with the correspondent IP addresses.
With this growth, and according to the saying "if it is not on the Internet it doesn’t exist",
may organizations started to use it for commercial activities. With the adoption of the Internet
for this kind of activities, distance is no longer a market limitation and it enabled globalisation,
since organizations are one click away from their customers, but also increased the number of
competitors. With the increase of the market offer to customers, organizations felt the need of
distinguish from their competitors in order to gain a competitive advantage. Theoretically it can be
achieved in several ways, from a price reduction to the improvement of the quality of the product
or serviced provided, however, this is not always possible. Another possibility of achieving a
competitive advantage is with the improvement of the relation with customers.
When a user is surfing on the Internet, although without noticing, every time that he requests
a Web site some records are created and stored on servers, like servers from the Web site or ISP.
These navigational records, if properly analysed, may be the source of useful knowledge that may
lead to the discovery of clients’ preferences and needs. With this information it is possible to im-
prove the service provided, the relation between the organization and its customers, the business
performance, and other aspects. This kind of studies involve the application of different method-
ologies, from simple statistical analysis to more complex data mining techniques. Some fields
of study already focus on the analysis of some types of navigational records, like the Query Log
Analysis, which studies the queries made on search engines, or the Web Usage Mining, which
analyses the navigation of the users on Web pages. However the analysis of DNS records is still a
field scarcely explored, at least in relation to the number of published works.
On this work the DNS records made by the clients of the Internet service provided by SAPO
were analysed. With them it was possible to make a characterization of those clients, according
to the available information on the records. Some data mining techniques were also employed to
discover association rules and sequential patterns among the domains requested by the clients.
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Resumo
Nos últimos anos foi possível assistir a um crescimento acentuado da utilização da Internet o que
a tornou numa ferramenta praticamente indispensável para a sociedade. Este crescimento só foi
possível porque a Internet, para além de ter a capacidade de simplificar tarefas e agilizar proces-
sos, também tem ferramentas que tornam mais fácil a sua navegação. Uma destas ferramentas
é o Domain Name System (DNS), que permite a atribuição de nomes às páginas Web e faz a
correspondência entre esses nomes e os endereços IP respetivos.
Com este aumento de importância e utilização, e seguindo o lema “se não está na Internet é
porque não existe”, muitas organizações passaram a utilizar esta plataforma para atividades com-
erciais. Com a adoção da Internet para este tipo de atividades a distância deixou de ser um fator
delimitador do mercado e permitiu a globalização, uma vez que as organizações passaram a estar
a um clique de distância, o que aumentou, também, o número de concorrentes. Com o aumento
da oferta para os clientes, tornou-se fundamental para as organizações distinguirem-se das de-
mais, de modo a ganhar vantagens competitivas. Em teoria esta vantagem pode ser alcançada de
várias formas, desde a redução de custos à melhoria da qualidade do produto transacionado ou
serviço prestado, no entanto, isto nem sempre é possível. Resta às organizações distinguirem-se
da concorrência através da melhoria da relação existente com os clientes.
Quando um utilizador está a navegar na Internet, apesar de não se aperceber, sempre que faz
um pedido por uma página Web são criados vários registos, que são armazenados em vários servi-
dores, como os servidores da própria página ou do ISP, por exemplo. Estes registos de navegação
dos utilizadores caso sejam devidamente analisados podem levar à descoberta de conhecimento
importante em relação às preferências e necessidades dos utilizadores. Com este tipo de infor-
mação é possível melhorar o serviço prestado, a relação entre a organização e os seus clientes, a
performance do negócio, entre outros aspetos. Este tipo de estudo envolve a aplicação de várias
metodologias, desde simples análises estatísticas a técnicas de data mining mais complexas. Ex-
istem algumas áreas de investigação que se dedicam à análise de certos tipos de registos, como o
Query Log Analysis, que estuda as pesquisas feitas em motores de busca, ou o Web Usage Mining,
que se dedica à análise da navegação feita em páginas Web. No entanto a análise aos registos DNS
ainda é uma área pouco explorada, no que diz respeito a trabalhos publicados.
Neste trabalho foram analisados os registos DNS dos clientes do serviço de Internet do SAPO.
Com estes registos foi possível fazer a caracterização dos clientes, de acordo com a informação
disponível nos registos. Foram também aplicadas técnicas de data mining de modo a descobrir
regras de associação e padrões sequenciais entre os domínios pedidos pelos clientes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last 15 years the Internet became an essential tool for most of the people and changed
many established routines and procedures. This can be easily understood from the significant
growth in the number of Web sites and visitors. The number of active Web sites in the end of
2012 was more than 140 million [5], and the number of users by June of 2012 was more than
2.4 thousand millions, which is approximately 34.3% of the world population [6]. Although a
considerable part of the world does not have access to the Internet in regular basis, it is already the
biggest collaborative repository of knowledge. This was only possible because of the numerous
contributors that, explicitly or implicitly, made information available [7].
Although the process of requesting a page may look simple for most of the people, it involves
many actions in the background. Since the Web sites are identified by the IP address and con-
sidering that nobody, or almost anybody, knows the IP addresses of the pages that use to visit, it
is necessary the interpretation of the name in order to the discover of the IP address. Only after
retrieving the IP address it is possible for the browser to download the content of the page, which
will be shown to the user. This mapping, between the names of the Web sites and their correspon-
dent IP address, is made by the Domain Name System (DNS). The Domain Name System is a
hierarchical naming system built on distributed databases for computers, services or any resource
connected to the Internet or to a private network. DNS provides critical information for the oper-
ation of most of the Internet applications and services [8], since it transforms queries for domain
names into IP addresses and can be seen as a bridge between users and network applications [9].
A typical analogy to explain the DNS is comparing it to a phone book, that relates names of people
to its corresponding telephone number. However, unlike the phone book, the update of the DNS
can be done quickly without drawbacks for the users. As a distributed system, the DNS delegates
the responsibility of assigning and mapping a set of domain names to IP addresses to authoritative
name servers, which can do the same with a subset. Each DNS request has a specific type, that
can distinguish the types of resources that are required, for instance records of types A or AAAA
refers, respectively, to an IPv4 or IPv6 address, while an MX record is related with the exchange
of emails.
Besides the large quantity explicit knowledge available on the Web, represented by HTML
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files and all their content, there is also some implicit knowledge that is generated automatically
from the navigation of the user on the Internet. This data is represented on log files and, according
to its nature may be used for different purposes. For example a log from a e-commerce Web
site, may record the transactions made by the users to have a backup of the data and prevent
hypothetical situations of data loss that could lead to failures of the service. However, the same
log may be the source of of precious information about the preferences, interests and behaviour
of groups of clients [10]. To acquire this knowledge, logs need to be properly analysed [11] with
data mining and statistical techniques. These techniques, instead of looking for the behaviour of
each user, consider the whole picture and try to detect patterns. When it comes to characterizing
the navigation and behaviour of users, those patterns are called usage patterns. The discovery
of these patterns can be very important for companies, and give them a competitive advantage
over their competitors. The knowledge produced by the mining of Web logs can be used for
various purposes: to create marketing strategies, and determine their effectiveness, to personalize
the delivery of content, to enhance the performance of applications, to improve the customer’s
satisfaction, and others [12]. However this process has also some difficulties. The discovery of
patterns from log files is a data intensive problem, since a very large amount of data may be
generated in a very short period of time [3].
The process of analysing a DNS query log looking for behavioural patterns of the users is
called DNS Usage Mining. This is a process derived from Query Log Analysis, that studies
the queries made on search engines, and Web Usage Mining, that aims to discover navigational
patterns from the users’ navigational records. The DNS usage mining includes statistical analysis
on the features of the log and the application of data mining techniques. Despite the existence
of different types of data mining technique (association rules, sequential patterns, clustering and
classification) the goals of the analysis are an important factor to chose the more suitable technique.
As an example, while association rules are better for the discovery of co-occurrences, clustering
is used to group objects according their levels of similarity. Although the analysis of the DNS
logs is not common, according to the published work about the subject, it is possible to obtain
benefits from it. From the characterization of the users it is possible to discover what are the days
of the week, and the periods of the day, with more traffic. With this knowledge it is possible
to optimize the resources in order to provide a service with good quality. With the knowledge
about the domains that appear frequently on the same session and the most frequent sequences
of domains may be used as the basis for a system that predicts the behaviour of the clients and
pre-loads the page that is more likely to be required next. Other applications are also possible, like
grouping users according their preferences and develop marketing strategies according to their
preferences.
1.1 Context
Servidor de Apontadores Portugueses Online (SAPO) [13] is an affiliate company of the Portugal
Telecom (PT) group [14]. SAPO is an Internet Service Provider (ISP) but is also a company that
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provides services through the Internet, having also the biggest Portuguese Internet portal.
The scope of this dissertation is to analyse logs composed by DNS queries, made by clients
of the Internet service provided by SAPO, and discover navigational patterns on them in order
to characterize the users. The characterization of users is done with a statistical analysis to the
features of the log, like the most popular queries, the periods of time with more activity, the
average duration and number of queries of a session, and many others. From the application
of data mining techniques it was possible to discover association rules and sequential patterns
between queries, which gave information about the most common co-occurrences of domains on
sessions and the most frequent sequences of requests, respectively.
1.2 Structure
After this introductory chapter, this document is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 the theory
about the DNS and its operation is explained. The DNS Usage Mining topic is also introduced
along with the explanation of the fields of study that are used as a reference and the description
of the work done, so far, on the subject. Next, the stages of the analysis process (data collection,
data preparation, data analysis and post processing) are described. The chapter ends with the
presentation of some challenges, related with this type of study. In Chapter 3 the types of analysis
chosen to be applied on the dataset (statistical analysis, association rule discovery and sequential
patterns discovery) are introduced and described. In relation to the data mining techniques for this
study, besides the previous work made on the subject, the algorithms used on the analysis are also
explained. In Chapter 4 the main features of the dataset provided by SAPO are presented and the
preparation tasks necessary for the different types of analysis are described. The results of the
analysis are presented and discussed in Chapter 5. This chapter is subdivided in three sections,
each one covering one type of analysis performed (statistical, association rules and sequential
patterns). Finally, Chapter 6 contains a summary of the findings of this work and some proposals
for future work.
3
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Chapter 2
DNS Usage Mining
2.1 Overview
The main goal of DNS Usage Mining is to discover and study patterns about the users’ navigational
behaviour, in order to know more about them. With that knowledge, companies are able to define
better strategies for their products or services, to personalize the contents for the users, to optimize
the functionality of DNS applications or improve their security [9]. Despite the increase on amount
of DNS usage data collected by ISPs, the study of this kind of logs is not very common and there
are a very few published works about this specific type of analysis, when comparing with other
types of usage analysis or the DNS protocol [9].
The DNS Usage Mining process includes the same four stages of Query Log Analysis and
Web Usage Mining: data collection, data preparation, data analysis and post-processing. This is
also a domain dependent process, since the most appropriate tasks for a problem may be different
from others. It may also happen that a stage does not need to be performed, typically this is most
likely to happen with the data collection stage [9].
While on other types of problems, related with the pattern discovery on a single Web site, it
is possible to know the structure of the Web site and with that complete the users’ path [12], for
studies that aim to discover and characterize the navigational patterns of users, over the Internet,
it is not common to have the structure of the whole set of visited websites. This happens for two
reasons, the first one is because Web site owners may not be willing to provide the structure of
their websites, and it would be necessary use some crawlers to discover it, and the second reason
is that if the goal of the analysis is the extraction of global navigational patterns, the structure of
each Web site may be a unnecessary.
2.2 The Domain Name System
The Domain Name System (DNS), defined in RFC 1034 [15] and RFC 1035 [16], is a hierarchical,
distributed database which translates domain names to the numerical IP addresses, necessary to
locate computers and services on the Internet [17, 8]. The structure of the DNS database can be
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seen as a tree, similar to Figure 2.1, and compared to a filesystem. The top of the tree, called root,
manages the top level domains (TLD), which, manage their subdomains and so on. In DNS, the
domain name is the sequence of labels, separated by dots, from a certain node to the root of the
tree, and are always read on that direction. Similarly to a filesystem, where is possible to have a
folder with files and other folders, in DNS it is also possible for a domain to contain both hosts
and subdomains (i.e. google.com and maps.google.com). The only restriction is that there are no
repeated names among the hosts and subdomains of a certain domain [18].
Figure 2.1: Example of the structure of the DNS tree [1].
The data associated with domain names is contained in resource records (RRs), that are the
basic data element in DNS. Each record has a type, and a correspondent syntax, which reflects the
intentions of the user. Some of the most common types of records are [19, 20]:
• A - Address record that translates a hostname to an IP address of 32 bits (IPv4 protocol). It
is the most common DNS query performed [17];
• AAAA - Similar to an A record, but returns an address of 128 bits (IPv6 protocol);
• CNAME - Record that points to other domain name, unlike A or AAAA records that point
to an address. After getting the response, a lookup is done to the new domain name. It
may be useful if a user owns the domains foo.bar.pt and foo.bar.com instead of keeping the
domain name’s records in sync with each other so they resolve the same IP address, he can
create a CNAME record for foo.bar.pt that mimics the foo.bar.com records;
• MX - A record for mail exchange, which contains the information about the destination
server;
• NS - A record that indicates the authoritative name servers of for a particular domain;
• PTR - A record that translates an IP address to the correspondent canonical name (reverse
lookup). A PTR record is easily identified, since it is started with an IP address and followed
by the the suffix .in-addr.arpa, for IPv4, or .ip6.arpa, for IPv6. Unlike CNAME records,
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the lookup does not proceed when domain name is returned. These queries usually are used
by network services like SSH and SMTP to validate connecting clients [17];
• SOA - A SOA (State of Authority) record is a way for the Administrator of the domain to
give information about the it. It contains information about a domain, like the email of the
Administrator, the domain serial number and others. A domain can contain only one SOA
record;
• SRV - A record that for a known domain and service, finds the host name that provides the
service. The host may be on the current domain, or in a subdomain;
• TXT - This type of record is used to get information about the domain. It is commonly used
to define the Sender Policy Framework, which specify the email servers that are allowed to
send mail for the domain;
Each DNS record has a time to live (TTL) field that works as a caching mechanism for the
DNS. When someone requests the resolution for a certain domain the answer is stored while the
TTL is above zero. Whit this, if other user asks for the resolution of the same domain (the type
of the record must be also the same), the DNS instead of executing a lookup returns the stored
answer [21].
The resolution 2.2 of a DNS query is done from the root nameserver to the lower levels of do-
mains. Given the address of a root nameserver, it queries the address of address of the next author-
itative nameserver. This process will be recursively performed through the tree, until the resolver
reach the desired nameserver. For example, if a user wants to resolve the ’www.wikipedia.org’
domain the root nameserver would start to look for the ’org’ nameserver. Then, the ’wikipedia’
nameserver would do the same to find the host ’www’. When the desired host is found, the answer
to the query is retrieved by the resolver and sent to the user [17].
Figure 2.2: Scheme of the DNS resolution process [2].
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2.3 Previous Work
Although there are not many publications about the subject, Wu et al. [9] used DNS queries to cre-
ate a recommendation system and detect domains with malicious activities. For the experiments,
the authors collected logs from a 48-hour period, composed by 150,000,000 queries (around 868
queries per second) that, after pre-processing, originated 12,000 transactions, which can be seen
as a sequence pairs that have the domain name and its weight on the transaction1. The number of
different domains of the dataset was over 700,000. Then, the collected data was randomly divided
in two sets, which both cover a 24 hour period.
Clustering techniques were used to identify groups of users that have similar preferences and
from that provide dynamic recommendations on DNS applications. With the clustering tech-
niques, transactions can be grouped according their similarity. However, by themselves, those
clusters are not enough to capture the aggregated view of common user patterns. Hence, the goal
is to transform transaction clusters into weighted collections of domain names, named aggregate
usage profiles. To do that it is used a method called Profile Aggregations based on Clustering
Transactions (PACT) that considers the centroids of each transaction cluster and the significance,
or weight, of domains in each transaction. Since the weight of domains may be calculated using
different algorithms (i.e. the time spent on a page or the frequency of a page in a transaction, it is
useful to normalize the weights) to a range of values from 0 to 1, in order to avoid misunderstand-
ings and have a better idea of the actual relevance of a domain from a transaction. For the PACT
method, domains with a normalized value below µ are not included, in order to avoid domains
visited a few times to interfere with the pattern extraction.
A profile P, can be represented as a vector: ~P = (vd1,vd2, ...,vdn) where di is a domain, vdi is
the weight of the domain i in the profile P if di ∈ P, otherwise vdi = 0. This vector can be used
directly as a predicative model to a recommendation system. A transaction made by a user can
also be represented as a vector ~S = (s1,s2, ...,sn), where si is the weight of a query for the domain
di in the case of the user has queried for di, and si = 0, otherwise.
A recommendation involves a set of calculations that are done with the knowledge about a
transaction and the existing profiles. In order to determine which names can be suggested, a
recommendation score is calculated for each domain, which considers two factors: the similarity
of the transaction to a profile and the weight of the domain in the profile. After this step, the
recommendation set is obtained by selecting the recommendation scores that are above a minimum
threshold.
On the experiment the authors used three different clustering techniques to create partitions
of the user transactions: k-means algorithm, clique-based (or graph partitioning) clustering and
clustering with self-organizing feature maps (SOFM), that allowed the comparison of the most
effective techniques for the recommendation process.
1In the published work it is common to find different authors with different interpretations for the same term, some
authors do not have a distinction between user sessions and transactions, while others define a session as a group of one
or more transactions, where each transaction is associated to the execution of an action, like buy a product.
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The discovered clusters, and subsequent profiles, were evaluated with a metric named Average
Visit Percentage. This method computes the probability of a user, that queried a name on the
profile, queries the rest of the names in that profile, in the same transaction. Higher values imply
a better quality of the clusters. It is stated that beyond 9 profiles the k-means algorithm performs
better than the other algorithms but for less profiles the best option is the SOFM algorithm.
Given a sequence of queries, seq, a window, win, is used to produce recommendations, Rec.
The effectiveness of the recommendation set, can be evaluated also with the notion of precision
and coverage measures:
E f f ectiveness(Rec,seq) =
2× pre(Rec,seq)× cov(Rec,seq)
pre(Rec,seq)+ cov(Rec,seq)
(2.1)
Precision is the degree of accurate recommendations are made, while coverage is the ability to
produce recommendations to every domain that is likely to be queried by the user. The recom-
mendation set is most effective when both values are maximized.
pre(Rec,seq) =
| Rec∩ (seq−win) |
| Rec | (2.2)
cov(Rec,seq) =
| Rec∩ (x−win) |
| seq−win | (2.3)
Like was said before, a domain is only recommended if its recommendation score is above a
minimum threshold. To discover the most effective clustering algorithm for the recommendation
the authors tested different threshold values, from 0.1 to 1, and different window sizes. It was pos-
sible to find that the SOFM algorithm has a better performance that the other two, and it increases
along with the change of the window size from 8 to 10, and the clique-based method has the worst
performance. It was also possible to state that higher thresholds origin fewer recommendations,
and higher coverage results are achieved if it has a lower value.
The second study of the same paper is about the detection of domains with malicious net-
work activities like zombie network or phishing, that are difficult to identify. In the context of
DNS query behaviour, each query is assumed to be created based on a set of hidden variables,
also known as purposes, that are responsible to the page seen by the user. Since a user sends
queries to more than one domain, it is reasonable to assume that each user is associated with many
hidden variables. The Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), allows the discover of hid-
den variables underlying the co-occurrences between two sets of items (in this case domains and
transactions), with the use of Expectation Maximization algorithm to estimate the type of relation
existing between the hidden variables and the two sets of objects.
The PLSA model can generate the probability of choosing a certain purpose, P(zk), the proba-
bility of observing a transaction given a certain purpose, P(ti | zk), and the probability of a domain
name being queried given a certain purpose, P(t j | zk). Applying Bayes’ rule to these probabilities
it is possible to compute the probability of a purpose given an observer transaction, P(zk | ti), or
domain, P(zk | d j). For a domain name d, the purposes zk with highest P(zk | d) values are assigned
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as its primary purposes. After the purpose identification stage, a domain can be represented as:
d = 〈(z1,P(z1 | d)),(z2,P(z2 | d)), ...,(zk,P(zk | d))〉 (2.4)
For examining the purposes of the domains present on the dataset, a Bayesian clustering al-
gorithm is applied. For this method the number of clusters should be computed, each one corre-
sponding to purpose of the domain names. The Akaike Information Criterion was chosen for this
task and, after processing almost 40,000 domain names it stated the need of 38 clusters. After
calculating the P(purpose | name) it was possible to group domain names at a purpose level and,
despite the lack of semantic knowledge the purposes could be easily identified by the content of
the Web site. Besides that, domain names in the same cluster share the same dominant purpose,
therefore only a small set of names need to be analysed.
In order to extract correct patterns from the DNS log data is important to guarantee that the
whole set of records created due to the users’ activity is analysed. In the case of DNS Usage
Mining, one of the problems that is frequently verified on the collected data is the existence of
holes, that may happen due to the unavailability of the server or simply because the log data is not
available for study. Although being possible to discover the origin of a hole in the log data, the
completion of the log is not an easy task, since some methods, like interpolation, fail to preserve
features of the DNS traffic. Snyder et al. [3] propose an approach that aims to ensure the quality
of the log data, with the filling of holes on the collected data and the preservation of the traffic
features, before the patterns analysis.
For this study the authors collected DNS logs from 26 servers over a 10 day period in January
2004. The raw data had a size of over 400 GB, that corresponded to around 1.5 GB of data gen-
erated on each server, per day. It was possible for the authors to observe a statistical correlation
between days and the traffic on DNS servers, while during the week the traffic volume is very
similar, it drops sharply on weekends on every server. Giving this, the authors proposed an impu-
tation mechanism that allowed the completion of the logs with this business knowledge, allowing
the preservation of peaks and valleys on the traffic volume.
The algorithm to adjust the requests starts to count all traffic that each server received on each
day and hour of the analysis period. Then it identifies the hours with complete data, the missing
hours, and the ones that had partial data. On the third step days are ordered by its overall reliability
(from the most complete to the days with more holes) and, finally, scaling factors are calculated to
compute the adjusted traffic values for the missing periods. Figure 2.3 shows the evolution of the
number of requests of a server during a day, before and after the application of the algorithm.
On this work the traffic was analysed either on the client and server perspectives. While on the
client analysis they were studied according the traffic made by IPs, the server analysis considered
the domain names. The client analysis is more challenging since there are 2.5 million clients,
that theoretically may use any server, and only 26 servers. For this analysis clients were grouped
according their traffic volume, and assigned to percentiles, each one representing 10% of the total
volume requests (decile). It was possible to discover that the first decile, composed by 2,477,307
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Figure 2.3: Request volume for one server before (left) and after (right) the application of the
algorithm [3].
clients had the same volume of requests than the last one, composed by just 440 clients. From
the server analysis it was possible to discover that the top three deciles have, each one, only one
domain, while the tenth decile was composed by 3,044,001 domains.
2.4 Query Log Analysis
The process of extracting useful knowledge from search engine logs is called Query Log Analy-
sis [22, 10, 11, 7] and is inspired by the purposes of Web Analytics and Web Usage Mining, to
discover patterns and business intelligence from query logs. It is possible to apply several, and
distinct, types of analysis. The goal of the analysis is useful to select the most useful processes
and algorithms. A statistical analysis besides being one of the simplest processes is also one of the
most used, while it can help the discovery of important variables, like the popularity of queries,
the distance between its repetition, the average number of queries made by a user, the time of
the day where queries are more frequent, and so on. Keeping a statistical analysis over time may
also help the discovery of trends and changes on users’ habits. A deeper study over users’ pref-
erences may be done to provide personalized content to them, either to groups of users or single
users. If the systems knows the preferences of a user and its behaviour it can help completing
queries, suggesting similar content and those preferences may be used to advertise related prod-
ucts. The knowledge of the preferences and behaviour of users may also help the improvement of
the system’s performance, with the use of caching mechanisms, to decrease waiting times, and the
availability of more resources during peaks of utilization [22, 10].
The inspection and interpretation of user interaction may have different goals from company
to company, however those goals have a common point, understand users’ needs and improve the
service provided to them in order to build a stronger relationship.
Despite the stronger focus on queries made on search engines, this process can also be applied
to logs with other types of queries. Although the nature of the logs is not the same the goals are
similar, making possible the adaptation of the techniques used in other scenarios.
Silvestri [22] proposes an enhancement to the search systems’ effectiveness with methods of
query expansion and query suggestion, resultant from the study of the most common queries made
on the system. But, if the system knows what are the general preferences of a user, or a group of
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users, it can try to predict the next queries, and improve the performance of the search engine. On
the same work, Silvestri proposes also a caching mechanism and querying distributed system, in
order to avoid overloads, to achieve a better performance.
The construction of graphs from the content of logs is also a possible application for the Query
Log Analysis process [10], where each query made corresponds to a node on the graph and the
edges, connecting a query qi to q j, correspond to the probability of the first node precede the
last one. From the graph analysis it is possible to relate similar searches, and find sequences of
searches, from a general term to a more refined one, made by users.
With queries from search engines it is also possible to perform semantic analysis in order
to relate keywords and determine the similarity of different searches, using semantic distance
functions and a clustering algorithm. With this analysis is possible for the service providers to
identify trends but also to provide a better service, because they are able to identify pages with
keywords that are different from the ones on the query but have a similar meaning [11].
2.5 Web Usage Mining
Web Usage Mining refers to the automatic discovery and analysis of user access patterns in usage
data, collected or generated as a result of user interactions with Web resources on one or more
Web sites and servers [23, 24, 25], using data mining techniques or machine learning techniques
[26]. The goal of this process is to capture, model, and analyse the behavioral patterns and profiles
of users interacting with one, or more, Web sites [23]. Although the goal of a Web Usage Mining
is the extraction of usage patterns, it is not confined to the data analysis process, it also includes
data collection, data preparation and data post-processing tasks, similar to the ones addressed on
Section 2.6.
According to the goals of the study, different types of algorithms are available to be applied
to the pre-processed data, keeping in mind that each one of them is more suitable for certain
situations [27], i.e. if the analyst wants to know what is the most common sequence of pages
visited he should look for sequential patterns, but if he wants to group users, he may use clustering
or classification algorithms.
The analysis of usage data has many benefits for the organizations’ business, either in a direct
or indirect way. Direct benefits are related with the knowledge about the lifetime of their cus-
tomers, the possibility to create more effective marketing strategies, the evaluation of promotional
campaigns, to provide personalized content and recommendations for users, to target advertise-
ment to specific groups of users, among other things [24, 28, 23, 12, 29], and may raise the rev-
enues and profits of organizations. Indirect benefits may be seen as a way to improve the quality
of the service and can be achieved with a reorganization of the Web site, in order to improve its
usability by changing its linking structure, or with the implementation of pre-fetching or caching
mechanisms, to improve the performance of future accesses [23, 28, 30, 12].
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Usually, studying data from short periods of time may not be enough for an effective, and
reliable, pattern extraction because the navigation of users may be affected by trends or deviations
from the usual behaviour [31].
Such as most Web sites are dynamic, since their content and structure evolves over time, the
same can happen to the interests and navigational behaviour of users. Due to this reason it is
important to keep track of the evolution of usage patterns, and make the Web Usage Mining an
iterative process, in order to adapt to the users’ needs [26].
Although the DNS logs available for this work have less information that the ones that are
typically used for Web Usage Mining, it is still possible to apply the algorithms of this process in
order to find patterns over the DNS requests.
2.6 Stages
Before the extraction of knowledge from the query logs some tasks need to be done, either to
enable the analysis or to improve its performance. This activity can be subdivided into three
stages [32]:
• Data Collection - data that describes the user interaction with the system [33], on a specific
period of time, is gathered in a log;
• Data Preparation - the raw data is pre-processed, cleaned and restructured, for analysis;
• Data Analysis - prepared data is studied trying to find some meaningful knowledge;
• Post-Processing - the discovered patterns are put in a for that is easily understandable for
humans.
This analysis, usually, deals with a huge number of queries from a specific time period and
consequently it requires the use of efficient data structures and techniques for the analysis [22].
From the raw data collected some records or features may not be useful for the purposes of the
analysis, some others may be ambiguous or corrupted [10] therefore keeping them would fade its
performance and difficult the extraction of relevant knowledge. Considering this, a pre-processing
stage is indispensable for achieving a successful log analysis [25].
A simple analysis can be the statistical study of the queries, that is the most common anal-
ysis [11], to discover the popularity of the queries, the average time between two queries, and
other measures [22]. Despite the value of this analysis, this is a limited study and the extracted
knowledge is superficial. If the analyst wants to mine structured intelligence he needs to use other
techniques, like the ones related with Web Usage Mining [34], that will be addressed later on this
report.
However, from the extracted knowledge, some of it may not be relevant for the business and
it can be discarded. Moreover the mined intelligence is not on a easily perceptible form, and it
requires some effort to understand, consequently it need to be rearranged with the help of data
visualization tools [35].
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2.6.1 Data Collection
Before the analysis of the navigational behaviour of users it is necessary to gather a set of relevant
data, from a selected time period in order to provide useful information about users’ behaviour
[35]. However this data collection should not interfere with users nor influence them, like ob-
servation does, to avoid deviations from the normal navigation patterns that would lead to the
discovery of knowledge that is not related with the reality [32].
An effective way to avoid influences on users is to use automated mechanisms, like logs or
cookies, to collect data. As these mechanisms are transparent for users they tend to "forget" that
their activity is being monitored so, consequently their navigation will not be influenced [23, 35].
Each query creates a relevant piece of information that can be collected from DNS servers.
Servers are the most common sources of data for usage mining studies, since a wide and
diverse dataset can be collected from a single place with an easy and transparent process, unlike
data collected directly from users [12]. There are different standards of logs, like the Common
Log Format 2 or the Extended Log Format 3. Even though these are not specific types of DNS log
it is important to know that different servers may have logs with different structures and features.
Typically a query log has recorded the query that was made, its id, the user that made the request
and a timestamp but it may have some extra information like the location of the user. Although
logs are widely used they should not be considered a reliable source of information, because of
the existence of caching mechanisms on Web browsers that keeps copies of the requested that are
shown to users if it is requested again within a defined period of time, and the possibility the ISP
assign different IP addresses to the same user [35].
2.6.2 Data Preparation
Most of the time, the collected data is not in a proper state to be used for pattern extraction because
records are not organized properly for this task, may have useless information, missing values or
inconsistencies and information might be disperse in several files [35]. These characteristics, be-
sides decreasing the performance of the knowledge extraction process also difficults the extraction
of useful knowledge. The transformation of the raw dataset into a suitable one is a critical process
for the successful extraction of useful knowledge and commonly the most time consuming step of
the log analysis process [23].
This step is domain-dependent, it depends on the analysis’ goals and on the format and quality
of data, and there is not a defined procedure that determines when a dataset is properly prepared,
it is up to the analyst to decide having in mind that an insufficient execution will make the extrac-
tion of meaningful knowledge more difficult and an extreme pre-processing may remove useful
information and make impossible the extraction of meaningful information [35].
A preparation process may involve data cleaning, user identification, session identification and
data integration tasks. However due to the nature of the logs available for this work, composed
2http://www.w3.org/Daemon/User/Config/Logging.html
3http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-logfile.html
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solely by DNS requests, some of these tasks, like user identification, are harder while others, such
as data integration, might not be necessary. This happens because IP addresses, by themselves
are not sufficient for mapping log entries onto the set of unique visitors [23]. From the current
structure of records that will be available for this work, described on Section 4.2, only the IP Hash
is a useful feature to identify users. The presence of other features on each record, like the user’s
location or OS, would be a precious help for this task.
Data cleaning consists on the removal of irrelevant data that is not helpful to discover patterns
from users and may be the cause of a performance loss [35, 28]. Records may have some features
that are not important for the analysis purposes, but some of them may also be completely mean-
ingless due to the type of request that is made, like a query for the signature of the website, or its
origin, such as records created because of crawler activity [23, 35]. While a filtering according
the type of DNS request is possible, the detection of crawler navigation may be harder to perform
because logs might not record if a request is made by a human or a crawler. When the origin
of records is not specified, some algorithms that consider the nature of crawlers can be applied.
When on a Web page, a crawler detects the existing links and requests all of them, doing the same
in all of the requested pages. This breadth-first searching nature is exploited by Tan and Kumar
[36] when trying to detect crawler navigation.
The identification of users is another difficult process with the available information. A naive
approach is to assume that a user corresponds to an IP address [23, 35], however this is not an
accurate approach since the ISP may assign the same IP address to different users over time. A
better solution would need the location of users to identify users from their IP address and current
locations, however it is still not perfect because the same machine can be used from different
persons in a short time period.
Although the identification of users being limited for DNS logs, sessions can be identified
using time-based or structure based heuristics if temporal or contextual information is available.
Time-based heuristics consist on grouping on the same session pages that are requested by the
same user within a time period, while structure-based heuristics use information about the Web
site structure, that is not available on DNS requests, to build sessions [23]. In this stage the
assembled information may not match with the real navigation, due to browser caching.
In some studies, in order to discover patterns more effectively, it is needed to integrate data
from different sources. It might happen due to various reasons, however the goal of this integration
is always the same, to have more data about each user and to be able to extract more detailed and
complex knowledge [23].
2.6.3 Data Analysis
As there are only a few works on the DNS Usage Mining context it is not a defined guide to
characterize its users, but it is possible to use some of the most common analysis procedures of
the related areas. For this reason data mining techniques and statistical analysis may be employed
to DNS Usage Mining.
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From Query Log Analysis it is possible to adapt statistical analysis to the DNS queries made
by the users in two different levels: query level and session level [32]. A DNS query is a request
for a domain and, a set of domains requested on a certain time period, by the same user, compose
a session. On the query level analysis it is possible to discover what are the most popular domains,
the first query made by a user, the queries that are repeated and those who are requested only once,
the periods of time with more requests, among other things. The session level analysis can help
the discovery of the average time of sessions and queries made on each one.
From the Web Usage Mining it is possible to apply data mining techniques that allow the
discovery of relations between the occurrence of queries and group similar items, users or queries.
The application of Web Usage Mining techniques is a source of business intelligence that may
be used to have a stronger presence on the market, personalize content to users and improve the
performance of applications.
The techniques that may be used to perform the analysis will be further explained on Chapter
3.
2.6.4 Post-Processing
After analysing the data, the analyst gets knowledge about the collected data, but the discovery
of that knowledge may not be the end of the DNS Usage Mining process. From the discovered
knowledge, some may not be relevant for the goals of the study, and it is usually represented on a
form that is not easily understandable by humans [35]. In order to provide a better understanding
of the results, the extracted knowledge should be used as an input to visualization tools to generate
visual models of it [27]. Graphics, tables, diagrams or infographics are some of the most used
models to represent information and, as information may be represented using different models,
there are also situation where a model is more suitable that others. Data visualization tools may be
software application, that only requires the input of data and the choice of the visualization model,
or libraries for some programming languages.
2.7 Challenges
Over the years the collection and analysis of log data, enabled the discovery about users’ needs and
allowed the improvement of systems to fulfil those needs. However this knowledge has some costs,
and some users may be giving away, without their knowledge, some personal information to make
possible this analysis. Information about users is valuable for some companies and its collection
rises some concerns about their usage and sharing [37]. Although service providers want to keep
that information private and use it only for the analysis purposes, they cannot guarantee that a fail
or a bad decision affect its privacy, like it happened to AOL when they made available more that
20 million search queries from more that 650,000 users. Despite of the user names being replaced
by numbers some queries allowed the identification of some of them [22].
Comparing with other types of log analysis, like Web Usage Mining, the knowledge that,
potentially, can be discovered is very low because of the nature of the log and the information that
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is available on it. While logs of interactions capture every clickstream activity and may contain
several informations about the user’s OS and browser, IP address, location, the requested and
previous pages and other informations, a record from a query logs may contain only the request,
the IP address and its timestamp. Although this information allows a study, its potential will be
reduced and it may be an harder task to extract useful relations from it [37, 10].
When doing a log analysis the scale factor has a huge impact. Although a single record has
only a few bytes, the server may be recording thousands of records per second which, after a day,
has a considerable size and it might be an obstacle for a good behavioral study. To perform an
effective study on the behaviour and preferences of the users it is important to have a considerable
time period, in order to have a strong and reliable support for the conclusions and decrease the
influence of occasional visits on them. Often the ideal time period comprises several GB of data
that consequently, require more resources for the analysis and they may not be available. With
this limitation two approaches can be taken: consider a smaller time period in the study or don’t
change the time and consider only parts of logs for the study, using data streams algorithms.
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Chapter 3
Data Analysis
When considering the data analysis stage, there is no golden rule or cookbook to apply. Depend-
ing on the nature of the problem, there are several approaches that can be applied to the same
situation[38]. However different approaches produce different types of results (i.e. while cluster-
ing techniques group elements from the dataset sequential patterns techniques discover frequent
transaction sequences) that are more suitable for certain types of problems. Considering this, the
choice of the technique, or techniques, for the analysis must be done considering the ultimate goal
of study.
Sometimes, before the analysis, the analyst may not be familiar with the dataset and not know
exactly where to start the analysis. Hence, it is common that the first stage of the analysis has an
exploratory context, where he tries to discover some statistical information to describe the dataset.
In relation to the data mining techniques, as stated above, different types of data mining lead
to different types of results. For the usage analysis there are four different types of data mining
techniques: association rules, sequential patterns, clustering and classification. Association rules
and sequential patterns are similar, since they both discover frequent co-occurrences of elements.
However, while association rules look for co-occurrence of elements on the same transaction,
sequential patterns look for them on different transactions and considers their order. An example
for the application of these techniques may be a video club. While association rules would look for
movies that are frequently rented together, sequential patterns look for movies that are frequently
rented in a specific order. Clustering techniques allow to create groups of objects that are similar
to each other at some extent, but different from objects of other groups[35]. This is useful if
the analyst wants discover the different types of objects that exist on the dataset and/or study
more deeply a specific group of objects. Finally, classification techniques are used to identify the
distinguishing features of classes of objects, based on a set of training data[35]. On this context, the
application of classification techniques could be used to predict the behaviour of SAPO’s clients.
For this work besides a descriptive statistical analysis two data mining techniques were applied
to the dataset. Association Rules, with the use of the Apriori algorithm, and Sequential Patterns,
with the application of the SPADE algorithm were, the chosen ones.
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3.1 Statistical Analysis
The analysis of query logs is not only about the application of data mining techniques. The use of
statistical methods is also a very common procedure on academic studies and commercial appli-
cations [12]. Statistics may help to understand users and their preferences and be used to predict
their behaviour in the future [3]. If statistics are kept and compared over time, it is also possible to
see the evolution of the preferences of the users. There are two types of statistic analysis: descrip-
tive statistics, which are used to describe and summarize the features of a dataset in a study, and
inferential statistics, which aims to extract conclusions from the data and/or prove propositions.
The descriptive analysis may be done to the complete dataset but, in some cases, it is also
common to only consider a sample for the analysis. A statistical analysis on a dataset has the
advantage of reducing large amounts of data into simple summaries. The creation of graphics with
the results is often associated with this analysis. Due to this process it is easier to have a better
understanding about the main features of the dataset. However, despite the benefits of this type of
analysis the way how the results are presented is very important in order to avoid their distortion
by the people who read them. Descriptive statistics are distinguished from inferential statistics
since the latter type tries to extract conclusions from the data and/or prove propositions.
A typical analysis may lead to the discovery of the most popular Web sites, the periods of the
day with more requests made, the average time of sessions, and so on. Considering the nature of
this study it is possible to characterize users in several domains, like session, domain, location or
day. Table 3.1 has some of the types of statistical analysis that can be applied to DNS queries.
Besides the prediction of users’ behaviour in future sessions, that may be used to save some
waiting time to users with caching and pre-fetching mechanisms, the statistical analysis may also
be useful to achieve a better use of resources, i.e. if during the day period the traffic is twice
the traffic during the night period, some servers may not be used during the night to save some
resources.
1FQND and FLD
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Table 3.1: Levels of the Statistical Analysis.
General
Number of Requests
Number of Requests per Type
Number of Requests per Day
Number of Unique Domains (FQDN and FLD)
Number of Sessions/IPs
Number of Requests per Hour (total and average)
Number of Locations
Number of Days
Average Number of Requests per Day
Average Number of Requests per Week Day
Number of Locations
Domain1
Number of Requests per Domain
Number of Different Visitors
Domain Frequency Distribution
Average Number of Requests per Hour
Session/IP
Number of Requests
Number of Locations per IP
Distribution of the Time Between Two Consecutive Requests
Distribution of the Number of Requests per IP
Daily
Number of Requests
Number of Requests per Hour
Number of Requests per Domain, either FQDN and FLD
Evolution of the Number of Requests per hour, for the 10 domains with more requests
Location
Number of Requests
Average number of requests per hour
Number of IPs from the Location
Number of requests per Domain
Number of visitors per Domain
Correlation of Population and the Number of Requests
Daily Analysis, for the location
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3.2 Association Rules
Association rules are probably the simplest data mining technique and, at the same time, one of
the most used in the analysis of Web log data [12]. This technique is usually applied to databases
of transactions where, for Web Data Mining purposes, each transaction consists on a set of vis-
ited pages, that allows the discovery of unordered relations between queries according to their
co-occurrence in user sessions [35, 28, 27]. In order to discover an association rule two pieces of
information are needed: support, the frequency with which the items appear on the same trans-
action, and confidence, the probability of Y being part of the transaction, given X [35]. With the
confidence value it is possible to in represent an association rule as "N% of the users who visit
the page X also visit the page Y". As the confidence value may be misleading, since it ignores
the support of the second part of the rule, the lift may also be used to classify association rules.
Higher lift values are mean that the elements of the rule are not statistically independent and some
relationship exists between them [39].
When two domains, A and B, are frequently associated on the same session two candidate
rules are created, A→ B and B→ A. However not all rules appear on the final result, due to
confidence restrictions. The association rule A→ B may be interpreted as "when a client’s session
contains the domain A, it is likely to contain the domain B". However if the domain B is present
in many sessions where A is absent, it is possible that the rule B→ A does not have the minimum
support and is, consequently, excluded from the results
Before the execution of this procedure, the collected data needs to be prepared for it. The
creation of transactions is a very important task for this. A transaction, which is composed by
several elements, may be part of a user session but it is also possible that a single transaction
composes the session. As association rules are unordered, the data cleaning stage is also important
because besides the irrelevant information, timestamps and repeated requests can also be removed.
The discovery of these associations may be seen as useful intelligence for the creation of
effective marketing strategies [28] but also for the reorganization of the Web site in a more effective
way [27]. Although the wide application of this technique, due to its simplicity, its application is
limited on the prediction of interesting Web pages for users, primarily [35].
Although there are a large variety of algorithms to discover association rules, many of them
are derived from the Apriori algorithm [40], either to adapt to other conditions or to improve
its performance. The Apriori algorithm has two steps: the generation of the frequent itemsets
(the ones whose support is above the minimum value, defined by the analyst), and the generation
of the association rules, from the frequent itemsets, with a confidence above a certain value. The
generation of frequent itemsets is based on a simple downward closure principle (or simply, apriori
principle): if an itemset has minimum support, then every non-empty subset has minimum support.
The algorithm starts with a scan of the database to find the set of all 1 sequence itemsets F1,
based on the minimum support. Then, if the frequent itemset is not empty the algorithm generates
a candidate itemset Ck, otherwise the first stage of the algorithm ends and the last non-empty
frequent itemsets are used on the next stage of the algorithm. The candidate itemsets are generated
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with the joining of all pairs of frequent itemsets that only differ on the last element (i.e. the joining
of the itemsets {A B} and {A C} results in the itemset {A B C}). However not all results from the
joining stage are considered as candidates. If an element of a candidate itemset, Ck, has a subset
that is not frequent according to the downward closure property, in other words, it is not present
on Fk−1, it is removed from Ck. After this, the database is scanned again to discover the support of
the remaining items of the candidate itemset. The ones with a value below the minimum threshold
are excluded, and the result is used to discover a new candidate itemset.
The frequent itemsets give an insight about the items that appear on transactions more than a
certain number of times. However, these are not association rules since that, at this stage, they do
not have an associated confidence value. From each itemset is generated a set of all possible rules.
As an example, for the itemset {A B C} the rules (A,B→ C), (A,C→ B) and (B,C→ A)) are
generated. From the candidate rules, the ones with a confidence value below the value defined by
the user are discarded, while the others are returned to the user as the final result of the algorithm
[23].
Agrawal and Srikant [41] compared the SETM, AIS, AprioriTid and Apriori algorithms in
order to discover the most effective. Six datasets were analysed, with sizes comprehended from
2.4 MB to 8.4 MB, but with the same number of transactions. It was possible to state that SETM
algorithm is the one with the worst performance (when compared to Apriori algorithm it can be
up to 85 times longer) and in five out of six tests, the Apriori algorithm had the best performance,
being beaten once by the AprioriTid.
Chen et al. [42] propose a new algorithm to extract frequent paths. After having the transac-
tional database, two iterative algorithms can be used to process the maximal forward references
and find the most common paths: the Algorithm on Full Scan or the Algorithm on Selective Scan.
The first algorithm scans the database in order to apply a hash technique to generate candidate
itemsets and pruning techniques to reduce the size of the database. The second approach also uses
hashing and pruning techniques to reduce processing and I/O costs but, instead of scanning the
whole database in every iteration to create the candidate k-references, uses the previous candidate
sets for that. The authors compare both algorithms with their application to a 30 MB log, and it
was stated that the Algorithm on Selective Scan achieved an improvement of the performance on
the order of 30%.
3.3 Sequential Patterns
Sequential patterns are similar to association rules, since they are extracted from large amounts
of sequential data, i.e. user sessions, using similar algorithms [12]. It is also possible to extract
sequential patterns after the application of clustering techniques to the log data [43]. In fact,
sequential patterns can be seen as an evolution of association rules, since they aim to discover
frequent subsets among the whole dataset, but considering the element of time [35, 30, 12]. With
the knowledge of timestamps of the events it is possible to discover if there exists any specific
order among them [30], and it is useful for the recognition of navigational patterns [35]. Similarly
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to an association rule, it is also possible to calculate the support, confidence and lift of a sequential
pattern.
With the knowledge of frequent sequential patterns it is possible to predict the user’s behaviour
and, according to the current navigation path, make predictions about his behaviour [28, 35]. This
ability to predict the future behaviour of users may be used to suggest pages for them, or to improve
the performance of the service, by loading the pages before the request in order to decrease the
waiting time.
Since sequential patterns are a specific type of association rules, the algorithms used are also an
evolution of the algorithms used to discover association rules, in particular the Apriori algorithm
[29]. Agrawal and Srikant [44], proposed the first three algorithms, based on the Apriori algorithm,
to mine sequential patterns: AprioriAll, AprioriSome and DynamicSome. In order to be applied,
the AprioriAll algorithm, needs a database with three attributes: CustomerID, TransactionTime
and TransactionItems. The mining process can be divided into five stages [45]:
• Sort Stage - The transaction database is sorted with the CustomerID as the major key and
the TransactionTime as the minor key;
• L-itemsets Stage - The database is scanned to find the large 1-itemsets, that have a support
above the predefined threshold;
• Transformation Stage - The sequences made by the customers are replaced by the large
itemsets contained on them. To make the mining more efficient the large itemsets are
mapped into a series of integers (i.e. assuming that both elements of the itemset 〈(www.facebook.com)
(www.google.com)〉 are frequent, the itemset could be mapped into 〈(1) (2)〉);
• Sequence Stage - All frequent sequential patterns are generated from the transformed database.
Similarly to the Apriori algorithm, this stage has two sub-processes: one to generate all can-
didate sequences and another to prune the sequences that do not fulfil the downward closure
property and the ones who do not have the minimum support. Since the order of the events is
relevant, the generation of candidate sequences is slightly different. Similarly to the Apriori
algorithm, the condition for two n-itemsets generate a candidate sequence is that they must
share the first n−1 elements. The only difference is that two new candidate sequences are
generated, to cover both sequence possibilities. For the sequences 〈A, B, C〉 and 〈A, B, D〉
the sequences 〈A, B, C, D〉 and 〈A, B, D, C〉 are produced;
• Maximal Stage - The sequential patterns that are contained on other sequential patterns are
pruned, since only the maximum sequential patterns are relevant.
While the Sequence Stage of the AprioriAll algorithm is based on the assumption that all sub-
sets of a frequent sequence must be frequent as well (or that if a sequence is not frequent, its
supersets will not be frequent either), the AprioriSome and DynamicSome algorithms have differ-
ent principles. The AprioriSome and DynamicSome algorithms only retrieve maximal sequences.
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They are based on the principle that a subset of a frequent sequence will not be on the final maxi-
mal sequences. This helps to have only the most complete sequences, and delete the "redundant"
ones. The only difference between both algorithms is the way how the subsets of frequent se-
quences, in case of being frequent, are pruned [46]. The main drawback of these algorithms is
the huge number of database scans that are required and the large number of candidate sequences
generated. Although these algorithms have some limitations, they are the basis of more efficient
ones, like the GSP (Generalized Sequential Patterns), PrefixSpan or SPADE algorithms [45].
The SPADE (Sequential PAttern Discovery using Equivalence classes) algorithm [4] uses ef-
ficient lattice search techniques and combinatorial properties to discover the frequent sequences,
and outperform other algorithms. SPADE outperforms the AprioriAll and GSP algorithms by a
factor of two on the experiments made [45]. This improvement on the performance is achieved
with the reduction on the number of database scans required, from an undefined number of scans
to only three (or just once on some preprocessed data), and the decomposition of the mining prob-
lem into smaller subproblems, which can be stored in the main memory [45, 46]. A sequential
database made from a log, like the one represented on Table 3.2 can be transformed into the verti-
cal database, represented on Table 3.3, where, for each element is is easily found the information
about the sequence (SID), that may be seen as a customer, and the time (TID) when that element
was required. Scanning this database allows the discovery of the frequent sequences with one el-
ement, also called 1-item sequences. From the vertical database, Table 3.3, it is possible to create
an horizontal database, represented on Table 3.4. After a scan on this database it is possible to dis-
cover the frequent 2-item sequences, which are used latter to create the lattice. Longer sequences
are then generated with a third scan of the database and the use of temporal joins, as it is possible
to see on Figure 3.1. A breadth-first search or a deep-first approach can be used to find sequences
on the lattice. Assuming that the elements X and Y are items and S is a sequence, as it is possible
to see on the same Figure, when generating long sequences it is possible to have three types of
joins on the lattice:
1. Itemset and Itemset - joining XS with Y S results in the itemset XY S;
2. Itemset and Sequence - joining XS with Y → S creates the sequence Y → XS;
3. Sequence and Sequence - joining the sequences X → S and Y → S results in three new
sequences: XY → S, X→Y → S and Y → X→ S. However is the sequence X→ S is joined
with itself the result is X → X → S.
The sequences retrieved from the application of the SPADE algorithm do not have any restric-
tion. It means that if a rule A→ B is discovered there is no way to know if it is more common the
element A appear on the session immediately before the element B nor if the time between those
requests is one minute or one week. To solve these problems the algorithm cSPADE (constrained
SPADE) was purposed. This algorithm allows to add restrictions to the mining process. It is pos-
sible to define the maximum and/or minimum values for the sequence length, the number of items
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between two elements of a sequence, the time windows for the elements of a sequence and force
the inclusion of elements on the final sequences [46].
Table 3.2: Sequential Database.
Customer Customer Sequence
1 〈(D)(A, B)(A, B, F)(A, D, F)〉
2 〈(A, B, F)〉
3 〈(A, B, F)〉
4 〈(A)(B, F)(A)〉
Table 3.3: Vertical Database.
A B D F
SID TID SID TID SID TID SID TID
1 15 1 15 1 10 1 20
1 20 1 20 1 25 1 25
1 25 2 15 4 10 2 15
2 15 3 10 3 10
3 10 4 20 4 20
4 25
Table 3.4: Horizontal Database.
SID (Item, TID) Pairs
1 (D, 10) (A, 15) (B, 15) (A, 20) (B, 20) (F, 20) (A, 25) (D, 25) (F, 25)
2 (A, 15) (B, 15) (F, 15)
3 (A, 10) (B, 10) (F, 10)
4 (A, 10) (B, 20) (F, 20) (A, 25)
On a study made in 2005 to a dataset of 2.5 GB, Wang and He [47] verified that their im-
provement proposal of the ApioriAll algorithm increased its performance, with the decrease of
the necessary time to discover association rules, about 80%. This modification of the AprioriAll
algorithm allows the reduction of the candidate sets (the set of all possible sequences with length
k), generated on each iteration, in order decrease the number of scans made to the database.
Zhu et al. [48] used a method to build Markov models of a Web site based on the users’
navigational behaviour. Given the structure of the Web site, this model is able to compute the
probability of a user visit to a page X, given that he is currently on the page Y. This model was
applied to a dataset of 370 MB, collected from a university Web site, corresponding to a 14-day
period that, after preparation, was composed by almost 424,000 records. The authors established
some ground rules to avoid the influence of pages and sequences that did not interest many people,
each page should be visited by at least 10 different users and each transition between two pages
should be traversed by three different users. From this it was obtained a transaction matrix of
2175x2175, that was compressed due to the similarity of some states to a final size of 1539x1539,
that allowed saving 65.1% of the original 1483 minutes of processing. With the use of this model
recommendations could be updated in less than 30 seconds, what was considered a good response
time for the year of the study (2002).
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of the generation of sequences with more that 2 elements [4].
Sarukkai [49] also used Markov models to predict HTTP and link requests from data collected
from EPA-HTTP2. For the first process the dataset was composed by almost 6,600 unique links and
48,000 records, from which 40,000 were used for training. Using the Markov chain predicative
technique, over 50% of the Web server requests can be predicted to be the state with the highest
probability. The same experience was made to the top twenty links and the success rate increased
to 70%. The second analysis was related with a recommendation system and used a Markov chain
with an adaptive manner, to be able to predict the next link. This test consisted on almost 3600
samples and has an error rate reduction of 3% to 4%.
Although the benefits of Markov chains, from the mathematical model and the automatic gen-
eration of navigational paths its utilization has encompass some drawbacks. This is computation-
ally expensive approach due to the size of the generated transaction matrix, for n URLs its size
will be n x n, and it requires a large amount of training data before being able to draw conclusions.
2http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/traces.html
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Chapter 4
Methodology
4.1 Overview
At the beginning of this project the main metrics and types of analysis were already defined.
Some of them are adapted from previous works made on the Query Log Analysis context, while
others are chosen due to the particularities of the available dataset. The analysis of a large dataset
involves, often, an exploratory stage where the researcher looks at the dataset from different per-
spectives and, it is common the appearance of new types of analysis. Considering this, it is impor-
tant to ensure that the way how the analysis is performed is easily adapted in case of need. Two
possible ways of conducting the analysis were considered: store the records on a database, like
it was made in some previous works [27, 41, 50], or use a set of UNIX commands and scripts to
handle the dataset, recorded on text files. The second approach was chosen. After considering
the pros and cons from both options, the fact that the analysis should be easily adaptable in case
of need, made the choice easier. Besides that, UNIX commands are already optimized and the
preparation of the dataset is easier and quicker.
Although there are many UNIX commands available, alone they can’t analyse the dataset on
the desired aspects. However, if they are combined it is possible to create a chain that allows
the data analysis. Pipes, which are also an UNIX resource, are used to combine different com-
mands. A pipe uses the output of a command and redirects it to the input of the following one.
However most of the times a simple chain is not enough, either because the process requires the
use of different files or because a long chain is an impediment to understand easily the operations
realised on the dataset. Since the analysis is made on so many levels, there are many sequences of
commands that need to be executed to complete the process. Writing the whole set of commands
necessary for the analysis would be a time consuming and painful task. To ease and automate this
process a makefile is used. With this tool it is possible to perform the complete analysis of the
dataset with a single command.
Along with the UNIX commands, scripts are also used during the analysis process. Their
usage is heavily related with the need of using regular expressions to handle the data, i.e. to extract
some fields from the records, to compare strings, and many other tasks. Perl [51] is the scripting
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language chosen due to its flexibility and efficiency when it comes to use regular expressions. The
analysis of the dataset also includes the creation of graphics and the calculation of some statistics
to understand the information more easily. To do this, the R [52] programming language is used,
due to its features on these areas. To draw the graphics the R package ggplot2 [53] is used, instead
of the default graphics.
4.2 Dataset
The dataset provided has information recorded about the DNS queries made to SAPO’s DNS
servers, covering approximately a period of one month in 2013 (from March 14 to April 15). This
information is stored on a text file, with a size of 1.6 GB. A sample of the dataset is present of
Figure 4.1. On this file, each line (or record) is as a request made by a client. A record is a set of
fields, separated by the pipe character and is composed by the following fields:
• Timestamp - indicates the date and time of the creation of the request. Has the format
"YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss";
• Query ID - the id of the DNS packet. It is used to distinct queries from different users, and
match responses to requests;
• IP Hash - the hash of the client’s IP address;
• Query Name - the domain name that is requested by the client;
• Time To Live (TTL) - the remaining time, in seconds, that the record stays valid on the server;
• Query Type - the type of DNS record requested;
• Answer Types - the type, or types, of DNS records sent for the user as answer to the request;
• Location - the city of the user.
Figure 4.1: A sample of the dataset, before the preprocessing stage.
The time to live of a record is used as a caching mechanism of the DNS resolution process. If
a user requires a domain that was previously requested by someone, before the expiration of the
TTL, the server gives the same answer instead of performing the lookup process again. Despite
the existence of many types of DNS records, each query made by the user has only one type and
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it determines how the DNS name server should answer to it. For the domain foo.bar.com a DNS
name server may have information about its address (type A, for IPv4, or AAAA, for IPv6) and its
authoritative information (type SOA), but if the user makes a request about its address (types A or
AAAA) the server will not consider anything related with the domain’s authoritative information
for the response. While a user only makes a query at a time, of a single type, the server may reply
with several answers that may have the same type, or not. Considering the previous example, if
the user asks for the address of the domain foo.bar.com and the DNS name server has information
about different addresses it will answer with all of them, in Round-Robin. It means that the user
that made the request will try the first address and, in the case of the server does not reply, he will
try the second, and so on.
Originally the dataset is composed by approximately 14 million queries, however the number
of queries considered for the analysis is lower due to some errors on their fields. The process of
removing those records is explained on the next section.
4.3 Dataset Preparation
Given that the analysis is based on the use of UNIX commands and regular expressions on text
files, the first concern before starting any type of analysis is to ensure that each record has the
same, and expected, structure. Besides having a similar structure it is also important to guarantee
that each field has the expected data. The fulfilment of these two assumptions is essential to have
an homogeneous dataset, in which is possible to ensure that the regular expressions will match all
the time. Due to the size of the dataset, it is impracticable to verify each record individually, which
made this a process that was iteratively refined with the discovery of errors.
One of the first abnormalities detected was the existence of records with more fields than
expected. Those records, probably, resulted from an error during the collection phase, seemed to
be the joining of parts of different records. For this reason, it was common to find two domains,
or two timestamps on the same record. To solve this problem, records with more, or less, than 8
fields were excluded from the analysis.
Other problems detected, during the analysis of the results of an intermediate dataset, was the
existence of records with an empty domain field and the repetition of log entries. For the first
problem, since it makes no sense to perform a DNS analysis without the requests that are made by
the users, the whole records were removed. Concerning to the latter problem, it is possible for a
client to make two, or more, requests for the same domain and they have the same timestamp on
the log (considering that there was no caching mechanism on the client’s side). However, on this
situation the QueryID field would have different values for the different records, which does not
happen. Considering this, repeated records are deleted from the dataset and only the original is
kept, in order to avoid biased results.
The existence of apostrophes (’), on the domain field of a few records was the cause of some
errors on the calculation of the average number of requests per domain. This character is consid-
ered a string delimiter on the R language, and every time that it appeared it would consider that
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every line until the next apostrophe was part of the domain name, which caused the loss of some
values for the average calculation. To avoid this problem, the character was removed from the log
but the records kept. Another special character that was also detected and removed on this stage
was the number sign (#). Although it did not brought the same problems, it’s presence on the
beginning of some domain names was seen as an error from the collection stage.
Another option taken during the preparation of the dataset was the removal of the first and last
days of the collection to have a uniform sample. Unlike the other days, their records did not cover
the whole day and it could be a misleading factor on the result analysis stage.
An important decision for the application of the data mining algorithms was the consideration
of an IP as single client. This decision is based on the fact that each IP has only requests on a single
location and the IP addresses’ recycling policy adopted by SAPO. A client keeps the same IP along
time, unless he reboots the router. However, even the router is rebooted, he has a preference on
its previous IP address, which means that if the IP address is not yet reassigned to another client
he will have it back. Given that the dataset only covers a period of a month and that, in normal
circumstances, the router is always on, it is expected that the vast majority of the clients kept the
same IP during the collection stage.
From the provided dataset, although all fields are relevant in some aspects, not all of them
are relevant to the characterization of users, while others were used just a couple times. The first
group is composed by the information about the query ID, the time to live of the request and the
type of answer(s) sent to the user, while the type of request made by the user is part of the second
one. Reading and processing the complete dataset would make the analysis process more costly,
in time and resources, and considering that the dataset must be processed several times during the
process it was necessary to optimize it. Hence, the most relevant features were selected to be part
on a lighter dataset: timestamp, IP hash, request and location.
4.3.1 Preparation for the Discovery of Sequential Patterns
For the discovery of sequential patterns on the dataset, besides the preparation done for the char-
acterization purposes, it is also necessary to do some further adjustments it. The first step is the
removal of requests that are not relevant for the mining purposes. As stated above, on Section 2.2,
not all types of requests are related with the resolution of a domain name into the correspondent IP
address. Moreover, some types of requests may be created by the protocol to help the completion
of a task, i.e. when the root nameserver is resolving the domain ’foo.bar’, if it does not know the
address of the authoritative server of the top level domain ’bar’, it will create a record of the NS
type to discover that information. Considering this, records of the types PTR, SRV, UNKNOWN,
SOA, TXT and NS are excluded from the log. After this, it was noticed the existence of some
records of types A and AAAA that are also seen as unnecessary, since they are related with the
DNS lookup process, i.e. *.root-servers.net, or the required domain was the local computer of the
client, localhost. Requests for these domains were also removed.
Next, IPs that only had one request on the log are also removed. As stated before, a sequential
pattern shows frequent transactions, in a specific order, for different users. An IP with a single
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request never contributes to the pattern discovery stage, only makes it more difficult, since it
lowers the support of each sequential pattern. One could argue that this step could be avoided
by lowering the minimum support required for the sequential patterns, however maintaining those
records would make the pattern discovery stage more costly, either in time and resources.
After the removal of the unnecessary records from the log another problem arose, from the log
analysis: the existence of more that one way to make a request for the same Web site. This was
notorious after the analysis to the number of requests made to each domain. The most obvious
situation is the possibility of some domains being called with or without the prefix ’www.’, like
www.google.com and google.com. However in some cases different names also refer to the same
Web site, i.e. mail.google.com and gmail.com. This variety of names for the same domain is an
impediment for the discovery of sequential patterns that correspond to the effective navigation
made by the clients. This happens because the algorithm assumes that domains with different
names are unrelated. This situation was partially fixed with the addition of the ’www.’ prefix to
some records. For each record of the dataset, a verification was made to the domain queried by
the client. If the domain did not start with the ’www.’ sequence, it would be added to it. Then,
the result of the concatenation was compared with a list of domains requested. If it was part of the
list, the domain would be changed on that domain, otherwise nothing was done. In relation to the
existence of different names for the same domain, it was chosen not to do anything to standardize
them. Detecting the alternative names of a certain domain is an overwhelming task, considering
the size of the log. Besides this, the number of requests made to those alternatives is considerably
lower than those made to the "main" domain name (i.e. while mail.google.com has almost 30,000
requests, the sum of www.gmail.com with gmail.com is only 1,000), and it does not payoff the
effort.
The SPADE algorithm, implemented by the R package arulsesSequences [54], is the chosen
one to discover sequential patterns in the log. However, before the rule discovery stage, it is
necessary to adapt the structure of the log to the format expected by the algorithm, represented on
Figure 4.2. The expected line structure contains the following elements, separated by the pipe (|)
character:
• Sequence ID - can be seen as a session identifier;
• Event ID - the identifier of a transaction inside a sequence;
• Transaction Size - is the number of elements that compose a transaction;
• Transaction Elements - the list of elements that are part of the transaction.
For this particular study, it is important to highlight some aspects about the referred elements.
A session is composed by the whole set of requests made by the user, regardless the interval
between two consecutive requests. This decision was made to facilitate the discovery of results
and because, unlike other areas that have many publication on the subject (like the Web Usage
Mining or Query Log Analysis), it is not clear yet how long is a typical DNS usage session. For
many works on the referred areas, typically, the maximum time between two consecutive requests
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Figure 4.2: A sample from the file used to discover Sequential Patterns.
of the same session is 30 minutes [27, 55, 56]. For this study, a 30-minute session would be too
short because it would create too many sessions with only one request that, as stated above, are a
barrier for the discovery of rules. Both the Sequence ID and the Event ID must be on ascending
order on the file. While the first value, generally is incremented from one sequence to another, the
Event ID may represent the timestamp of the request (the number of seconds after the beginning of
the collection, for instance). Since the time difference between requests is not being considered, as
stated above, the values of the Event ID field are also incremental for each sequence. In relation to
the Transaction Size field, its value is always one. For some scenarios, like a video club, a user can
rent more than one movie at a time, however for this work a request is seen as a single transaction.
Even if two requests from the same client have the same timestamp they were made on a specific
order. For this reason, on the few occasions when two or more requests of a client have the same
timestamp, each one is written on the same order as the log and treated like a single event.
After these preparation steps it was time to apply the algorithm to the input file, composed
by almost 2,000,000 sessions with an average of around 6 requests on each one. Unfortunately,
due to computational limitations, it is not possible to discover any sequential pattern from the
dataset. If the minimum support is to high, no rules met the requirements and, on the other hand,
if the support is too low the memory available to process the dataset is not enough to complete the
process. Considering this problem, it is necessary to further reduce the size of the dataset.
The first approach taken to solve this limitation was the selection of users with more requests
than the defined threshold. Tests were made for users with at least 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 50
requests. While for lower values the memory problem persists, for higher values it is possible
to discover some rules. However the discovered rules are not very interesting. Most of them
are about the domains www.server.cn, a Chinese domain that is controlled by a domain parking
provider1, checkip.dyndns.com, a domain that returns the IP address of the client and itian.net, a
South Korean Telecom company.
Since this approach did not seem to be the best to discover relevant information about the
clients’ behaviour, a new method to reduce the size of the dataset was employed. This new method
is based on the selection of users that required domains from certain categories. The selected
1This kind of companies buys domains, or publishes domains bought by their users, that are potentially interesting
for someone and then has a marketplace where people can buy them at higher prices.
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topics for the analysis are Media, SAPO and Social Networks. Each sample was created using
different filters. While the Media sample is composed users with requests for any of the most
popular Portuguese newspapers, radios and televisions, present on Table 4.1, the selection criteria
used to create the sample related with SAPO was composed by the subdomains of sapo.pt (around
3,000 different elements). Finally, Social Networks sample contain the clients with requests for,
at least, one of the three social networks with more users: Facebook (www.facebook.com), Twitter
(www.twitter.com) and Google Plus (plus.google.com) [57].
Table 4.1: Domains used for the Media filter.
www.publico.pt www.dn.pt www.jn.pt www.cmjornal.xl.pt
expresso.sapo.pt www.ionline.pt www.jornaldenegocios.pt economico.sapo.pt
sol.sapo.pt www.record.xl.pt www.abola.pt www.ojogo.pt
visao.sapo.pt www.sabado.pt www.tsf.pt rr.sapo.pt
sic.sapo.pt www.rtp.pt tvi.iol.pt
To select the records of users who have made requests for, at least, one domain present in the
filter it is necessary to change the format of the log in order to have an efficient process. Since
each line of the log only has one query, the process would require two steps. The first to select the
clients with at least one of the domains on the filter and the other to select all requests from each
one of those clients. A more efficient solution is to group the requests by user. The format of this
file is "IP:Query1,Query2,...,QueryN", where the queries are on the same order of the original log.
With this file format, a simple search for the domains of the filter is enough to select users and all
of their requests. Then, the filtered content is changed to the format expected by the R library.
Besides the study on the Fully Qualified Domain Names (FQDN), like ’www.test.foo.bar’, a
similar analysis is made to the First Level Domains, which are composed by two elements (i.e.
’foo.bar’), and Second Level Domains, composed by three elements, (i.e. ’test.foo.bar’). The
decision of including the last type of domains aims to have the best of the other two approaches.
It does not have a string aggregation like the First Level Domains, so it is possible to have patterns
about the different services of companies (like mail.google.com or drive.google.com, provided by
Google), and aggregate long queries that have a similar termination (e.g. domains hosted by the
Akamai2 company).
On Table 4.2 it is possible to see the number of different domains that exist on each log sample.
As expected, the number of different domains is higher for longer domains. Similarly to the study
made by Soares et al. [50], for each scenario there is a high number of different domains, therefore
not many sequences are expected to achieve the minimum support, considering the size of the log.
However, while on the referred study the number of different elements was 18,959, in this one it
is surpassed in every situation. In fact, the analysis of the FQDN of the Social Networks sample
has a number of different elements more than 10 times higher than that value.
2http://www.akamai.com/
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Considering the high number of different domains, it is better to use different values for the
minimum support and confidence in order to find more patterns and have a better information
about the number of sequential patterns for the different requirements. The chosen values for
the minimum support are 100 persons (which is calculated for each situation), 0.1%, 1% and 5%
of the users. On the Media sample, 100 persons corresponds to more than 0.1%, therefore this
latter value was discarded. In relation to the confidence requirements, the chosen values are 10%,
20%, 40%, 60% and 80%. After running the whole set of experiments they were repeated with an
additional restriction on the distance between two elements of a rule in the log. This restriction
only considers consecutive elements to create rules, allowing to have a better understanding about
the real navigational behaviour of SAPO’s clients.
Table 4.2: Number of different domains for each selection criteria.
Selection Criteria
Type of Domains
Complete Second Level First Level
Media 48,947 40,431 19,546
SAPO 133,455 107,775 52,286
Social Networks 197,927 160,742 78,339
4.3.2 Preparation for the Discovery of Association Rules
This work also encompassed a study on the co-occurrence of domains on the users’ session. To
discover the association rules on the dataset, the Apriori algorithm from the R library arules [58]
was used. Although this algorithm is not the most efficient, it was chosen for the mining process
because it is the most traditional approach to the association rule mining process.
This process uses the same domain selection criteria as the sequential pattern discovery. The
file that has the requests grouped by user is used to create the input file for the algorithm. On
that file, each line is seen as a session and the domains are separated by a delimiter character.
Since this data mining process is only concerned with the co-occurrence of domains, the number
of occurrences of a domain in a session is not important. For this reason, the algorithm does not
allow the existence of repeated elements on the same line of the input file. Hence, the only changes
made to the file of requests grouped by user was the removal of the user identifier and the repeated
requests of each session, as it is possible to see on Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: A sample from the file used to discover Association Rules.
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Unlike on the sequential patterns discovery, it is possible to use the complete log for the asso-
ciation rule mining process. This allows to have a broader view on the most common associations
of the complete set of clients instead of a sample, that may not represent a considerable piece of
them. On Table 4.3 it is possible to see the number of different domains considered for this task.
For the 1,862,936 users considered on the complete log, it is possible to see that the number of
different domains varies between around 220,000 and 565,000 for the different types of domains.
Table 4.3: Number of different domains for each selection criteria.
Selection Criteria
Type of Domains
Complete Second Level First Level
Media 48,947 40,431 19,546
SAPO 133,455 107,775 52,286
Social Networks 197,927 160,742 78,339
Complete Log 565,187 438,997 217,321
Similarly to the approach taken for the discovery of sequential patterns, for this task different
values of confidence and support are used. The chosen values are equal to those used for sequential
patterns.
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Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Characterization
The characterization of the dataset started with the discovery of simple measures, like the number
of queries of the dataset or the number of different IPs. This superficial analysis helped to the
familiarization with it the dataset, and were the basis of more complex types of analysis made on
a latter stages. In Table 5.1 it is possible to see some of the basic statistics about the dataset. Each
one of this measures will be addressed on a deeper level during this section.
Table 5.1: Basic Statistics.
Metric Value
Number of Queries 13,365,090
Number of Different IPs 2,010,248
Number of Different Domains 668,994
Number of Different First Level Domains (FLD) 218,943
Mean Number of Requests Per IP 6.65
Mean Number of Requests Per FQDN 19.98
Mean Number of Requests Per FLD 61.04
Mean Number of Requests Per Day 431,132
Number Of Different Locations 340
On the Figure 5.1 it is possible to consult the evolution of requests made on each day of the
collection stage. The mean number of queries per day is 431,132 (and its median 446,250). The
maximum number of queries was registered on 2013-04-04, a Thursday, with 558,861 queries
collected on the dataset. On the other hand the day with the lowest number of queries made was
a Friday, 2013-03-29, when 221,496 queries were made. From this figure it is not easy to extract
a behavioural pattern about SAPO’s clients. This may be caused by some errors on the collection
stage, but also due to the Easter holiday, on March 31st , and the fact that some people are on
holidays.
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Figure 5.1: Difference between the number of requests of each day and the average number of
daily requests.
In Figure 5.2 is represented the average variation in the number of requests made on each day
of the week from the average number of requests made on each day. It is possible to notice that,
despite the day with more request is a Thursday and the day with less requests is a Friday, globally
these days are not the days with more and less requests, respectively. The drop in the amount of
requests made on weekends is not very sharp, unlike what was expected. The difference on the
request volume from week days to weekends is only around 9%. Considering the weekdays, it is
possible to notice that Monday is the only day of the week with values below the average, even
though it is only a marginal difference, and Tuesday is the day with more requests with almost
more 8% than average. The other days of the week have very similar results with a request volume
above average between 1.5% and 3.7%.
Similarly to the comparison of requests made on each weekday, a similar approach was taken
to study the variation on the volume of requests made on each hour of the day, whose results can be
seen in Figure 5.3. In this graphic the blue line represents the average number of hourly requests,
and the black line represents the variation of the number of requests of the various hours of the
day, in relation to the average. From this graphic it is possible to detect some peaks and bottoms
on the online activity of SAPO’s clients. The hour of the day with a higher number of requests
is from 00:00 to 01:00, but after that time the number of requests made tends to decrease until
6:00 (the period of the day with the lowest recorded activity, with less 50% of requests than the
average). After 6:00 the number of requests increases again until 12:00, inclusive. The afternoon
period is very unstable and, after the lunch time break, it is also possible to see 4 more changes
on the client’s behaviour, that is not very common on other works. After 21:00 it is possible to
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Figure 5.2: Difference between the number of requests per day of the week and the average number
of daily requests.
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Figure 5.3: Difference between the number of requests per hour and the average number of hourly
requests.
verify another increase in the number of requests that continues until the end of the day. However,
not all domains have the same behaviour. In Figure 5.4 it is possible to see the evolution of the
number of requests per hour of some of the most popular domains and compare it to the average
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number of requests. While www.facebook.com and www.google.com have an evolution similar to
the average, due to their importance on the dataset, other domains have the opposite behaviour in
some periods of the day. The most notorious difference between the evolution of these domains
and the average is from midnight to 6:00 where they increase the number of requests, at least in
some periods, besides the sharp decrease of the average number of requests. After that time, when
the activity of the clients starts to increase again, the volume of requests for those domains tend to
decrease.
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of the number of requests per hour.
As expected, and as can be seen in Table 5.2, most of the requests are to get the ID address
of domains (types A or AAAA). Together they represent 97.986% of the whole dataset. Although
IPv6 was made to replace IPv4 due to the anticipated address exhaustion of the latter protocol, it is
curious to verify that the traffic originated by IPv4 is around 32 times bigger than the one created
by its successor. PTR records, which transform an IP address into its correspondent domain name
are also popular on a smaller scale. They are easily recognized, since they have the suffixes in-
addr.arpa or ip6.arpa. The number of records of this type may be explained by the variety of
applications that can take advantage of them. The most common applications are the connection
to a remote computer, using a VPN or SSH connection, and the anti-spam policies for the email,
that allows to keep the knowledge about the domains that typically send spam even if their IP
changes [17].
The analysis on the types of requests also brought an unexpected result, the existence of
requests with the type UNKNOWN. Records of this type are mainly composed by the domain
ga and dns.msftncsi.com, but there are also some requests for Google (i.e. google.ro, google.no,
google.nl). At first sight the domain ga seems to be an error on the log or a domain mistyped by
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Table 5.2: Requests Per Type.
Type Number Of Requests % of Requests
A 12,704,251 95.055%
AAAA 391,747 2.931%
PTR 206,129 1.542%
MX 44,045 0.330%
TXT 8,754 0.065%
UNKNOWN 5,989 0.045%
NS 2,344 0.018%
SRV 1,246 0.009%
SOA 412 0.003%
CNAME 173 0.001%
the users, however the fact that there are 2,605 requests for the domain and that they are made
by different IPs on different geographical locations contradicts this theory. The answers sent to
the users, one SOA and five NS records, suggests that these requests were supposed to be for the
domain me.ga but, since the service is no longer available [59] the answer to the domain is the ad-
dress of the Gabon name server (.ga). The other common domain is dns.msftncsi.com with 2,192
occurrences, nevertheless it has 56,540 requests overall. This can be explained by the existence
of requests for this domain with types A and AAAA. Requests for this domain are automatically
made by the Operating Systems Windows Vista, 7 and 8 [60] to check the status of the computer’s
Internet connection. Considering this it is possible to know that 53,860 clients use one of these
Operating Systems, since it is the number of different IPs with a request for this domain. Similarly,
from the records made to ntp.ubuntu.com, it is also possible to know that 129 are using the Ubuntu
Operating System.
From a superficial analysis on the locations of the requests it is possible to verify that there
are 340 different locations, from which 338 are Portuguese cities. The other two locations are
Praia, on Green Cape, and "N/A", or unknown location. Almost 5% of the records have the value
"N/A" on the location field, which, if it was a city, would correspond to the third location with
more requests. The unavailability of the user’s locations may be caused by the use of proxies,
which can hide the real location of the users. It is also possible to verify that some of the major
Portuguese cities, like Guimarães or Setúbal, do not have any associated request. Considering this,
it is reasonable to speculate about two possibilities: for some reasons it is not possible to get the
correct location of the users from those cities and the requests made on there have been marked
with the location "N/A", or the requests made on those cities are labelled with an approximate
location due to geographical or technical configurations.
In Table 5.3 it is possible to consult the 20 locations with more requests and their populations.
The value of the population was obtained from the CENSUS 2011 results [61]. The population
values are relative to the municipalities. This decision was taken due to the low number of dif-
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ferent locations, which suggested the assignment of approximated locations to the clients and the
fact that the location of an IP has some inaccuracy associated. As expected, the cities with the
highest number of records are the ones with more population. However, the relation between the
population and the number of requests made on a location is not linear. It is possible to verify
that Sintra, the second city of the rank with more population, is the city with the lowest number
of requests, what makes it the city with fewer requests per inhabitant (0.40). On the other hand,
Albufeira has the highest value of requests per inhabitant (6.07). According to Figure 5.5, where it
is present the correlation between the population and the number of requests from a city, it is pos-
sible to verify that Sintra and Vila Nova de Gaia have a lower number of requests than expected,
while Lisboa, Porto and Coimbra have the opposite situation. Other cities are also far from the
correlation line, but not as much as these ones. These deviations of can be explained with the dis-
placement of people from their residence to their workplace. Since Sintra and Vila Nova de Gaia
are on the neighbourhood of Lisboa and Porto, respectively, they are attractive places for people
to live. Besides this, Porto, Lisboa and Coimbra have a considerable number of college students
from other parts of the country, which are not considered for the population statistics.
Table 5.3: Requests and Population Per Location.
Location Number of Requests Population [61]
Lisboa 1,991,634 547,733
Porto 773,629 237,591
Coimbra 567,410 143,396
Leiria 369,580 126,897
Braga 367,506 181,494
Faro 333,624 64,560
Aveiro 323,101 78,450
Barcelos 300,799 120,391
Maia 290,684 135,306
Vila Nova de Gaia 286,971 302,295
Almada 265,124 174,030
Albufeira 247,990 40,828
Amadora 236,682 175,136
Viseu 225,107 99,274
Viana do Castelo 195,934 88,725
Santo Tirso 179,586 71,530
Torres Vedras 175,444 79,465
Barreiro 171,183 78,764
Caldas da Rainha 149,648 51,729
Sintra 149,283 377,835
An aspect that may influence the results of the requests per location is the use of a VPN
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connection, which may allow a user to have an IP address associated with any location, according
to the network that he is connected to. However, there is no way to detect clients using VPN
connections from the data available on the dataset.
Figure 5.5: Correlation between requests and population of the 20 cities with more requests.
Table 5.4 contains some information about the distribution of requests per IP, FLD and FQDN.
From there it is possible to see that an IP, on average, has only 6.65 requests, and a median value
of 5 requests. Although not all IPs have requests on every day of the data collection, this is
a lower value than expected before the analysis, considering that the collection stage covers a
period of one month. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 have more details about the distribution of requests per
IP, and it is possible to see that 4 requests per IP is the most popular value, and from 10 to 25
requests per IP, the number of occurrences decreases considerably. From the values of the deciles
it is possible to see that the distribution is quite balanced until the [90%-100%] decile, that has
a much bigger range of values (from 12 to 14,881 requests). This maximum value corresponds
to an average of 480 requests per day, however 14,873 of those requests are to the same domain
(localhost) and were made during a 36-hour period, around 413 requests per hour. IPs with a
number of requests of this magnitude can be flagged as possible bots, however it is not possible
to be sure about that, once the log has no further information about the entity that created the
request, unlike other works on Query Log Analysis [56]. In this case it is preferable to consider a
small amount of requests that may, or may not, be from bots, than lose some information about the
users’ behaviour. From the first approach chosen for the discovery of sequential patterns, which
consisted on the selection of the users with a minimum number of requests, although it was not the
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most effective for that purpose allowed a further analysis on the number of requests per IP. Table
5.5 contains the information about the percentage of IPs who made more that a certain number of
requests. In this table, with the increase on the number of minimum requests per IP it is notorious
a sharp decrease of the amount of IPs that meet the requirements. It is interesting that during a
one month period almost 7% of the clients (almost 140,000) only made one request. Besides this,
only 0.6% of them made 30, or more, requests. This value is much lower than expected, since to
have 30 requests it would be enough to make one per day.
Table 5.4: Deciles, Average and Median for the requests per FLD, FQDN and IP.
FQDN FLD IP
0% 1 1 1
10% 1 1 2
20% 1 1 3
30% 1 1 4
40% 1 1 5
50% 1 1 5
60% 1 1 6
70% 1 2 8
80% 2 3 9
90% 6 7 12
100% 273,886 1,033,474 14,881
Number Of Elements 668,994 218,943 2,010,248
Average 19.98 61.04 6.65
Median 1 1 5
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In relation to the Fully Qualified Domain Names (FQDN), it is possible to verify, in Figure
5.8, that almost 80% of them is only queried once. On the other hand, there are domains like
www.facebook.com and www.google.com with almost 275,000 and 190,000 requests, respectively,
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Table 5.5: Characterization of the percentage of IPs with a minimum number of requests.
Number of Requests % of IPs
2 93.1%
5 60.0%
10 18.7%
15 5.4%
20 1.9%
30 0.6%
40 0.3%
50 0.2%
as it is possible to see in Table 5.6. The considerable amount of domains with only one request
can be explained by four reasons: some of those requests are inadvertently mistyped and do not
correspond to any address, they result from brute force attempts to discover domains (it is notori-
ous in some users with a high number of requests for blogs on SAPO’s domain, where only one
character changes between two consecutive requests), they are made by applications and are very
specific for the time and user (like some requests made by subdomains of mcafee.com or mail-
shell.net), or also because some domains are only known to some people, hence the little traffic.
Due to the nature of the distribution, present in Table 5.4, the average number of FQDN requests,
19.98, is much closer from the first decile value than the last one. On the left side of Table 5.6 it is
possible to consult the 10 domains with more requests. As stated above, www.facebook.com and
www.google.com are on the first two positions. In addition to the first place, Facebook also has five
related domains on this top. Domains that include the segments fbcdn (Facebook Content Delivery
Network), fbstatic, <someting>.facebook.com are used to provide content to the user, or to per-
form other actions/services. The presence of www.google-analytics.com may be explained with
the popularity of the service among website owners, to extract statistics about their usage. The
biggest surprise of this rank is the inclusion of the domain localhost. This domain may be con-
sidered a special domain, since it refers to the user’s computer and has always the same address,
127.0.0.1, for IPv4, and ::1, for IPv6.
When it comes to the First Level Domains (FLD), it is possible to state that the amount of
domains with more than one request slightly increases, to more than 30%. However even with
the aggregation of different domains, that allows a reduction of almost 450,000 different domains,
this still is much lower that the number of domains with one request. With the increase of the
percentage of requests with more than one request, the average number of requests also raised to
61.04. On the right side of Table 5.6, it is possible to see the 10 FLD with more requests. Unlike
the FQDN rank, in this case, the first place is hold by akamaihd.net, that is a content delivery
network from Akamai1 used by companies like Twitter or Facebook to speed up their services.
Due to the countless servers that are provided by them, google.com overcomes facebook.com on
1http://www.akamai.com/
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this rank and, like Facebook, also has a related domain on it, gstatic.com. Finally, it is important to
mention that other well-known domains like youtube.com, twitter.com, microsoft.com and sapo.pt
are part of the rank.
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It is notorious in the Figures 5.8 and 5.10 that the distribution of requests per FQDN and FLD
are quite similar. Most of the domains are only requested once and, as a rule, the number of
domains that have X requests is inversely related with the value of X. However it is possible to
see in Figures 5.9 and 5.11 that in some cases the increase on the number of requests also resulted
on the raise on respective the number of domains. The high percentage of FQDN and FLD with
one request can be seen as "noisy data" for the sequential pattern discovery stage, and has the
implication of raising the complexity of this stage. With a higher number of unique requests there
is a higher heterogeneity on the log. For this reason the more common sequences will have a lower
support and will require more resources (time and resources) to be discovered.
The fact that a domain has a high number of requests does not imply that it is very popular
among the community, since it may be required by a small group of clients. Considering this,
a way to verify which are the most popular domains is to see the amount of different users, on
this case IPs, who made requests for them. In Table 5.7 it is possible to verify the most popular
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Table 5.6: Top 10 requests for FQDN and FLD.
FQDN Requests FLD Requests
www.facebook.com 273,886 akamaihd.net 1,033,474
www.google.com 187,986 google.com 883,278
localhost 132,201 facebook.com 857,395
fbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net 131,356 fbcdn.net 697,264
fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net 106,795 youtube.com 309,485
orcart.facebook.com 95,154 sapo.pt 288,474
dnl-01.geo.kaspersky.com 92,679 microsoft.com 245,202
fbexternal-a.akamaihd.net 89,205 gstatic.com 218,608
profile.ak.fbcdn.net 84,261 in-addr.arpa 204,946
www.google-analytics.com 84,230 twitter.com 187,913
domains and the percentage of users that they reach. In relation to the FQDN, Facebook is clearly
the most popular service among the SAPO’s clients. It does not only own the first position of the
rank but has 6 other related domains on it. It is important to notice that localhost, the third domain
with more requests, does not appear on this rank, since it is requested by only 769 different IPs.
For the FLD the rank is almost the same. Besides some changes on the domains positions, the main
difference is presence of the ytimg.com, a domain related with YouTube, instead of in-addr.arpa,
that for a certain IP address returns its name.
Table 5.7: Top 10 requests for FQDN and FLD by Different IPs.
FQDN Requests % of IPs FLD Requests % of IPs
www.facebook.com 247,984 12.3% akamaihd.net 660,946 32.9%
www.google.com 162,124 8.1% facebook.com 636,960 31.7%
fbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net 124,461 6.2% google.com 632,583 31.5%
fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net 102,004 5.1% fbcdn.net 478,019 23.8%
fbexternal-a.akamaihd.net 85,912 4.3% youtube.com 264,294 13.2%
www.google-analytics.com 81,446 4.0% microsoft.com 222,007 11.0%
profile.ak.fbcdn.net 80,896 4.0% sapo.pt 193,902 9.7%
static.ak.fbcdn.net 75,187 3.7% gstatic.com 192,053 9.6%
dnl-01.geo.kaspersky.com 75,103 3.7% twitter.com 167,599 8.3%
orcart.facebook.com 74,153 3.7% ytimg.com 150,646 7.5%
In Table 5.8 it is possible to see the distribution of the time between consecutive requests.
For this analysis users with only one request were discarded. It is common that a new request is
made within one minute after the last one and, in almost 25% of the time two consecutive requests
occur in less than one hour. On the other hand, almost 15% of the users spend more than one
week without using their Internet service. As a curiosity, the consecutive requests with the largest
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interval are separated by a period of almost 31 days (the period of the analysis).
Table 5.8: Distribution of time between consecutive requests.
Time Measure Duration Frequency
Minutes
[0-1[ 1,785,464
[1-60[ 1,027,244
Hours
[1-6[ 1,343,126
[6-12[ 723,036
[12-24[ 1,132,395
Days
[1-2[ 1,263,353
[2-7[ 2,424,943
[7-∞[ 1,655,545
5.2 Association Rules
The application of the Apriori algorithm to the different datasets, according to its subject and the
maximum levels of domains analysed (FQDN, FLD or SLD), as it is described on Subsection
4.3.2, allowed the discovery of association rules. The rules are composed by two parts: the left-
hand-side (or antecedent) and the right-hand-side (or consequent) which may be composed by one
or more domains. However, the right-hand-side of the discovered rules is always composed by one
domain, while the antecedent may be composed by several domains. Each rule has some quality
measures (support, confidence and lift) that are directly proportional to its relevance. Assuming
that the association rule A→ B with a support of 10%, a confidence of 80% and a lift of 1000
it is possible to extract some knowledge. From the support it is possible to say that 10% of the
sessions that compose the dataset contain the elements A and B. The confidence points that 80%
of the sessions which contain A also contain B. Finally, the high value of the lift variable indicates
that these elements have a statistical relation. For each dataset several analysis were made, with
different confidence and support values. The number of association rules found on each one on
the experiments may be found in Appendix B. As expected, the increase on the minimum support
and/or confidence has a direct impact on the number of association rules discovered, reducing it.
It is also possible to state that the less levels (the first level domain foo.bar has two levels: ’foo’
and ’bar’) are considered for the analysis, the higher is the number of rules discovered. This is
caused by the reduction of the number of different domains on the log, that also allows domains
that have a common termination to be grouped together on the analysis of the first and/or second
level domains, which creates an element with high support instead of a few with lower supports.
As referred in Section 4.3 not all domains are relevant for the analysis process, neither for
the characterization of the dataset nor for the application of data mining techniques. Due to
this reasons those domains were removed during the pre-processing stage. However, due to the
size of the dataset, not all domains that are considered irrelevant for the analysis were detected
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and removed. Three examples of these domains, which are present in some rules, are 1.courier-
push-apple.com.akadns.net, a DNS server that performs the resolution of IP addresses for Apple,
teredo.ipv6.microsoft.com, a service provided by Microsoft that allows the connectivity between
IPv4 and IPv6 networks [62], and pool.ntp.org, a domain that is responsible for the clock synchro-
nization, using the Network Time Protocol. Due to this, not all discovered rules were analysed
with the same level detail. Rules with this type of domains were excluded from a more detailed
analysis. A similar situation happened in the analysis of datasets composed by First Level Do-
mains, in which domains like co.uk, com.pt or pt.br are excluded.
Despite of the differences between the different levels of analysis of a domain (FQDN, FLD
and SLD) it is possible to say that, overall, for a dataset of a certain category (i.e. Media) the
rules discovered are quite similar. It is common that rules of FLD or SLD are "contained" on
rules discovered on the FQDN dataset. For instance, considering the complete dataset the rule
code.google.com→ www.youtube.com was discovered when the complete domains were used
and the rule google.com→ youtube.com was discovered when the analysis was in relation to the
First Level Domains. Tables 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 contain some of the most relevant rules
discovered from the analysis made to different datasets, in relation to the complete domains. This
selection represents some of the rules with the highest values of support and confidence, but also
tries to represent the diversity of rules discovered. Only a few rules include popular domains like
www.facebook.com or www.google.com because of the high number of occurrences on the rules,
which would make impossible to show the desired diversity.
From a first analysis to the whole set of discovered rules it is possible to draw some conclusions
about their nature. The more popular a domain is, the higher is the number of rules on which it
is present. This is particularly evident for www.facebook.com and www.google.com, which are the
domains with more requests, globally. As an example, for the complete log and with the minimum
values of confidence and support, these domains are present in around 11,220 (35%) and 7,589
(24%) rules, respectively. However, still for the complete dataset, if the analysis is done on the
First Level Domains (with facebook.com and google.com, instead of the complete domains) these
values grow to 183,769 (42%) and 195,500 (45%), respectively. Since these domains are very
popular among SAPO’s clients, if a domain X fulfils the minimum support requirement, there is
a big chance of the rules X → www. f acebook.com and/or X → www.google.com exist, or at least
one of them. The inverse rules are less likely to exist due to the minimum value of confidence.
Since these domains appear on so many sessions, the domain X should be also very popular (and,
of course, co-occur a minimum number of times with those domains) in order for the rule to exist.
As expected, it is very common to find rules composed solely by domains related with Face-
book, either its subdomains (like orcart.facebook.com or connect.facebook.com) or external do-
mains from its content delivery network (i.e. s-platform.ak.fbcdn.net, fbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net
or fbcdn-photos-a-a.akamaihd.net, among others). This shows that, when a user accesses his
Facebook account it is also common to require content from the domains that are part of that
network. Domains from the Facebook Content Delivery Network are also the cause of some
redundancy on the association rules because of the similarity of their names, like fbcdn-photos-
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a-a.akamaihd.net, fbcdn-photos-b-a.akamaihd.net, ..., fbcdn-photos-h-a.akamaihd.net where only
one character changes from one domain to another. Since these domains are also popular, it is
common to have rules where only one character changes as well. Similarly to Facebook, also
Google (with gstatic.com), YouTube (with ytimg.com) and Twitter (with twimg.com) have related
domains that are frequently called with them.
It is also common to have rules whose elements are related to some extent. Rules composed
by elements with a common domain are easily recognized. Most of the times, these elements
are services provided by the same company. For this type of relation, it is possible to emphasize
the companies SAPO (with *.sapo.pt), Google (with *.google.com and *.google.pt) and Microsoft
(with *msn.com and *.live.com), due to the number of rules composed uniquely by their services.
However, there are some exceptions. Impresa2, a Portuguese media group, is not related with
SAPO but its websites are subdomains of sapo.pt. It is also common to find rules composed by
domains that, despite not having a common domain, have a similar subject. Despite the existence
of rules related with shopping, mail exchange and social networks, rules composed by media-
related domains are the most relevant example of this type of resemblance. In these media-related
rules it is also possible to state that most of them are composed by domains that are part of the
same media group. It is possible to say that Impresa, Cofina3 and Controlinveste4 which own
several newspapers, magazines and also television channels are some of the most important media
companies according to the number of rules where their respective domains are present.
It is common to find advertisement on some websites which, in some cases is personalized
according to the preferences of the user or the contents of the website. In most of the cases the
advertisement is provided by a third party, like Google5, Flurry6 or SAPO7. Due to this, if a user
makes a query for a domain with advertisement provided by a third party, it is common that some
requests for this type of domains are made automatically. Similarly to the advertisement, it is
also common to find rules with domains that are responsible to discover usage measures. Google
Analytics8 and ScorecardResearch9 are two of the most common domains used to discover the
trends and usage of Web sites.
On a deeper analysis of the results it is also possible to find some interesting rules. On the
complete log, it is possible to find rules with very high confidence values (some of them are very
close to 100%), and with high lift values, which states a strong relation among their elements.
However, the support of this rules is slightly above the defined threshold (100 persons), and since
the confidence and lift values are so high it is possible to say that the domains that compose these
rules are only required by a small group of people. Since some of these rules contain Chinese
2http://www.impresa.pt/
3http://www.cofina.pt/
4http://www.controlinveste.pt/
5http://adsense.google.com/
6http://www.flurry.com/
7http://pub.sapo.pt/
8http://analytics.google.com/
9http://www.scorecardresearch.com/
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domains like www.tplink.com (a manufacturer of network products), or domains that provide ser-
vices over the Internet, like www.qq.com, www.sohu.com, www.baidu.com and www.163.com, it is
possible to conclude that these rules depict the behaviour of the Chinese community in Portugal.
Other interesting rules involve the domains of two governments. The first one is between
APCER10, a private Portuguese organization dedicated to the certification of management systems,
services, products or people and the Portuguese Government (www.portugal.gov.pt). This may
be related with the legislation existent on this type of activity. The other interesting association
with a government domain is between the government of the Isle of Man11 (www.gov.im) and
Gamblers Anonymous (www.gamblersanonymous.org). In fact, this is a very surprising rule at
two levels. The first one is the popularity of the Isle of Man government’s domain (it is the only
foreign government that appears on the results). The other is the existence of an association rule,
with relatively high values of confidence and lift, between these domains, which have completely
unrelated subjects.
The association between allrecipes.com and finance.google.com is also worth of mentioning,
since the domains are unrelated. An interesting rule, despite its low confidence, is imap.sapo.pt→
imap.google.com. This means that some clients, despite having email addresses from Google
and SAPO (the Internet service provided by SAPO includes some email accounts), use software
that aggregates all of their accounts in a single place, like Mozilla Thunderbird12 or Microsoft
Outlook13, for instance. Having rules composed by different language versions of the same Web
page is also relatively common. This happens the most with SAPO (there are rules between East
Timor and Mozambique, Green Cape and Mozambique and between Angola and Green Cape), but
also with Wikipedia domains.
Other interesting rules from the analysis of the complete log are www.musica.gulbenkian.pt→
www.publico.pt, www.topdestinos.pt → www.twitter.com, toolbar.avg.com→ isearch.avg.com,
www.delicious.com→ www.digg.com and also bay f iles.com→ www.imdb.com.
From the analysis made to the users with requests for Social Networks, Media and SAPO’s
domains, it is possible to state that most of the discovered rules are related with the subject of the
log, as expected. Despite of these results are from samples of the log, the nature of the results is
similar to the ones obtained from the complete log.
From the analysis of the First Level Domains, from the users with requests for Social Networks
there are some rules worth of mention, since they are unexpected. Russian domains like mail.ru,
odnoklassniki.ru, a Russian social network for classmates and old friends, and vk.me, also a social
network created in Russia, called VKontakte, are present in some rules. These domains are also
popular among users who required domains related with SAPO.
Another interesting domain present on several rules from the analysis of users with requests
for subdomains of SAPO is barrasapo.mredir.sapo.pt. Most of the Web pages from SAPO have
a bar, on the top, with links for other services provided by the company. However, instead of
10Associação Portuguesa de Certificação, URL: http://www.apcer.pt/
11A self-governing British Crown Dependency, located between Ireland and Great Britain
12http://www.mozilla.org/en-US/thunderbird/
13http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/outlook/
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having the regular link, it is a different link that redirects to the service. For instance, the link for
the mail service is web.mail.sapo.pt, however if a client wants to navigate to that page through
the bar the link that is required is barrasapo.mredir.sapo.pt/mail.sapo.pt. The presence of this
domain in some rules shows that is common to use that bar to navigate to other pages. In relation
to the analysis of the users with requests for Media domains, besides the association between
www.musica.gulbenkian.pt and www.publico.pt, referred above, most of the other associations are
between media domains or services of the same company.
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Table 5.9: Sample of the association rules discovered on the complete dataset.
Rule Support Confidence Lift
{www.google.com}→ {www.facebook.com} 1.490% 15% 1
{www.facebook.com}→ {www.google.com} 1.490% 11% 1
{books.google.pt}→ {drive.google.com} 0.120% 26% 39
{video.google.pt}→ {www.blogger.com} 0.086% 20% 22
{t.co}→ {www.twitter.com} 0.062% 20% 5
{maps.google.pt, news.google.pt}→ {mail.google.com} 0.023% 30% 19
{www.topdestinos.pt}→ {www.twitter.com} 0.021% 33% 8
{desporto.pt.msn.com}→ {entretenimento.pt.msn.com} 0.021% 25% 253
{anuncios.sapo.pt}→ {auto.sapo.pt} 0.018% 26% 280
{translate.google.pt, www.blogger.com}→ {video.google.pt} 0.017% 47% 111
{www.classificadoscm.pt}→ {www.automotor.xl.pt} 0.016% 23% 289
{www.cofina.pt}→ {www.cmtv.sapo.pt} 0.015% 20% 93
{books.google.pt, mail.google.com}→ {drive.google.com} 0.014% 40% 60
{internacional.sapo.pt}→ {m.sapo.pt} 0.014% 21% 158
{www.sapo.tl}→ {www.sapo.mz} 0.012% 23% 425
{www.correiodamanha.xl.pt}→ {www.correiodamanha.pt} 0.011% 29% 396
{maps.google.pt, picasaweb.google.pt}→ {mail.google.com} 0.010% 25% 16
{drive.google.com, news.google.pt}→ {mail.google.com} 0.009% 50% 31
{www.correiodamanha.xl.pt}→ {www.negocios.xl.pt} 0.009% 23% 574
{www.negocios.xl.pt}→ {www.correiodamanha.xl.pt} 0.009% 23% 574
{jogos.sapo.pt}→ {kids.sapo.pt} 0.009% 21% 422
{www.apcer.pt}→ {www.portugal.gov.pt} 0.008% 42% 763
{drive.google.com, maps.google.pt}→ {mail.google.com} 0.008% 37% 24
{allrecipes.com}→ {finance.google.com} 0.008% 33% 1087
{news.google.pt, play.google.com}→ {picasaweb.google.pt} 0.008% 28% 58
{finance.google.com}→ {allrecipes.com} 0.008% 27% 1087
{m.sapo.pt, www.sapo.pt}→ {barrasapo.mredir.sapo.pt} 0.007% 46% 343
{www.gov.im}→ {www.gamblersanonymous.org} 0.007% 44% 2496
{www.gamblersanonymous.org}→ {www.gov.im} 0.007% 40% 2496
{books.google.pt, www.twitter.com}→ {drive.google.com} 0.007% 30% 45
{finance.google.com}→ {maps.google.com} 0.007% 22% 56
{www.tplink.com, www.w3.org}→ {www.qq.com} 0.006% 98% 8477
{www.qq.com, www.tplink.com}→ {www.w3.org} 0.006% 96% 2877
{www.ieee.org}→ {www.qq.com} 0.006% 88% 7654
{www.sohu.com}→ {www.baidu.com} 0.006% 64% 2420
{www.classificadoscm.pt, www.maxima.xl.pt} →
{www.automotor.xl.pt}
0.006% 60% 772
{www.163.com}→ {www.baidu.com} 0.006% 58% 2216
{www.qq.com}→ {www.tplink.com} 0.006% 46% 8485
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Table 5.10: Sample of the association rules discovered on the Media dataset.
Rule Support Confidence Lift
{}→ {www.record.xl.pt} 10.08% 10% 1
{www.maxima.xl.pt}→ {www.sabado.pt} 0.56% 48% 14
{www.sabado.pt}→ {www.maxima.xl.pt} 0.56% 16% 14
{www.sicnoticias.sapo.pt}→ {www.rr.sapo.pt} 0.52% 38% 8
{www.rr.sapo.pt}→ {www.sicnoticias.sapo.pt} 0.52% 11% 8
{www.tsf.pt}→ {www.ojogo.pt} 0.50% 11% 2
{www.ojogo.pt}→ {www.tsf.pt} 0.50% 10% 2
{www.diariodigital.sapo.pt}→ {economico.sapo.pt} 0.49% 46% 8
{www.semanainformatica.xl.pt}→ {www.sabado.pt} 0.48% 79% 23
{www.sabado.pt}→ {www.semanainformatica.xl.pt} 0.48% 14% 23
{www.sicnoticias.sapo.pt}→ {sol.sapo.pt} 0.44% 32% 7
{www.youtube.com}→ {www.record.xl.pt} 0.44% 11% 1
{pesquisa.sapo.pt}→ {www.rr.sapo.pt} 0.42% 73% 16
{www.ocasiao.pt}→ {www.ojogo.pt} 0.42% 61% 12
{www.dinheirovivo.pt}→ {www.dn.pt} 0.42% 46% 8
{www.maxima.xl.pt}→ {www.jornaldenegocios.pt} 0.41% 35% 9
{www.jornaldenegocios.pt}→ {www.maxima.xl.pt} 0.41% 10% 9
{www.cmtv.sapo.pt}→ {www.cmjornal.xl.pt} 0.40% 38% 8
{www.empregosonline.pt}→ {www.jornaldenegocios.pt} 0.39% 70% 17
{www.musica.gulbenkian.pt}→ {www.publico.pt} 0.36% 95% 11
{fotos.sapo.pt}→ {expresso.sapo.pt} 0.35% 73% 10
{emprego.sapo.pt}→ {economico.sapo.pt} 0.35% 59% 11
{videos.sapo.pt}→ {visao.sapo.pt} 0.34% 39% 7
{www.google.pt}→ {www.publico.pt} 0.32% 10% 1
{www.cofina.pt}→ {www.cmjornal.xl.pt} 0.31% 59% 12
{www.tuti.pt}→ {www.tsf.pt} 0.29% 53% 12
{videos.sapo.pt}→ {sol.sapo.pt} 0.29% 34% 8
{www.jornaldofundao.pt}→ {www.jn.pt} 0.28% 47% 7
{voucher.sapo.pt}→ {visao.sapo.pt} 0.27% 60% 11
{www.dinheirovivo.pt}→ {www.tsf.pt} 0.27% 31% 7
{olhares.sapo.pt}→ {www.sic.sapo.pt} 0.26% 62% 18
{www.controlinveste.pt}→ {www.dn.pt} 0.26% 56% 10
{vmais.rr.sapo.pt}→ {visao.sapo.pt} 0.26% 12% 2
{www.classificadoscm.pt}→ {www.cmjornal.xl.pt} 0.25% 68% 14
{static.publico.pt}→ {www.publico.pt} 0.24% 72% 8
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Table 5.11: Sample of the association rules discovered on the SAPO dataset.
Rule Support Confidence Lift
{anuncios.sapo.pt}→ {auto.sapo.pt} 0.17% 26% 30
{auto.sapo.pt}→ {anuncios.sapo.pt} 0.17% 19% 30
{auto.sapo.pt}→ {www.blogs.sapo.pt} 0.17% 19% 21
{www.blogs.sapo.pt}→ {auto.sapo.pt} 0.17% 18% 21
{www.cofina.pt}→ {www.cmtv.sapo.pt} 0.15% 67% 32
{books.google.pt}→ {drive.google.com} 0.13% 24% 32
{internacional.sapo.pt}→ {m.sapo.pt} 0.13% 21% 17
{anuncios.sapo.pt}→ {www.blogs.sapo.pt} 0.13% 20% 22
{drive.google.com}→ {books.google.pt} 0.13% 17% 32
{www.blogs.sapo.pt}→ {anuncios.sapo.pt} 0.13% 14% 22
{m.sapo.pt}→ {www.sapo.pt} 0.13% 11% 2
{m.sapo.pt}→ {internacional.sapo.pt} 0.13% 10% 17
{maps.google.pt}→ {mail.google.com} 0.12% 21% 12
{arcadenoe.sapo.pt}→ {alertas.sapo.pt} 0.11% 24% 46
{alertas.sapo.pt}→ {arcadenoe.sapo.pt} 0.11% 21% 46
{www.rr.sapo.pt}→ {www.sicnoticias.sapo.pt} 0.11% 11% 9
{video.google.pt}→ {www.blogger.com} 0.10% 21% 21
{drive.google.com}→ {mail.google.com} 0.10% 14% 8
{imap.gmail.com}→ {imap.sapo.pt} 0.10% 14% 16
{www.blogger.com}→ {video.google.pt} 0.10% 10% 21
{www.cmjornal.xl.pt}→ {www.cmtv.sapo.pt} 0.09% 40% 19
{www.assineja.pt}→ {activa.sapo.pt} 0.08% 34% 44
{jogos.sapo.pt}→ {kids.sapo.pt} 0.08% 21% 44
{anuncios.sapo.pt, www.blogs.sapo.pt}→ {auto.sapo.pt} 0.07% 53% 61
{anuncios.sapo.pt, auto.sapo.pt}→ {www.blogs.sapo.pt} 0.07% 41% 45
{auto.sapo.pt, www.blogs.sapo.pt}→ {anuncios.sapo.pt} 0.07% 41% 63
{www.kanal.pt}→ {m.sapo.pt} 0.07% 26% 21
{pop.gmail.com}→ {pop.sapo.pt} 0.07% 21% 11
{www.automotor.xl.pt}→ {www.cmtv.sapo.pt} 0.06% 45% 21
{www.classificadoscm.pt}→ {www.cmtv.sapo.pt} 0.06% 43% 21
{lojaviva.sapo.pt}→ {messenger.sapo.pt} 0.06% 21% 38
{www.ptcliente.pt}→ {internacional.sapo.pt} 0.06% 22% 37
{www.kanal.pt}→ {internacional.sapo.pt} 0.06% 22% 36
{lojaviva.sapo.pt}→ {links.sapo.pt} 0.06% 21% 36
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Table 5.12: Sample of the association rules discovered on the Social Networks dataset.
Rule Support Confidence Lift
{}→ {www.facebook.com} 72.56% 73% 1
{}→ {www.twitter.com} 20.92% 21% 1
{}→ {www.plus.google.com} 13.92% 14% 1
{}→ {www.google.com} 10.85% 11% 1
{www.google.com}→ {www.facebook.com} 7.78% 72% 1
{fbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net}→ {www.facebook.com} 6.14% 75% 1
{fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net}→ {www.facebook.com} 5.34% 77% 1
{profile.ak.fbcdn.net, static.ak.fbcdn.net} →
{www.facebook.com}
0.75% 80% 1
{fbcdn-creative-a.akamaihd.net, fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net} →
{www.facebook.com}
0.38% 80% 1
{fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net, profile.ak.fbcdn.net} →
{www.facebook.com}
0.33% 80% 1
{fbcdn-photos-a.akamaihd.net, fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net} →
{www.facebook.com}
0.31% 80% 1
{video.google.pt}→ {www.blogger.com} 0.12% 22% 21
{www.blogger.com}→ {video.google.pt} 0.12% 11% 21
{video.google.pt}→ {translate.google.pt} 0.12% 22% 27
{translate.google.pt}→ {video.google.pt} 0.12% 14% 27
{news.google.pt}→ {maps.google.pt} 0.09% 14% 18
{maps.google.pt}→ {news.google.pt} 0.09% 11% 18
{pubimgs.sapo.pt}→ {pub.sapo.pt} 0.06% 12% 16
{fbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net, fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net, sphotos-
a.ak.fbcdn.net}→ {www.facebook.com}
0.03% 91% 1
{translate.google.pt, www.blogger.com}→ {video.google.pt} 0.03% 54% 105
{translate.google.pt, video.google.pt}→ {www.blogger.com} 0.03% 27% 26
{video.google.pt, www.blogger.com}→ {translate.google.pt} 0.03% 27% 33
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5.3 Sequential Patterns
In this section the sequential patterns discovered from the application of the SPADE algorithm to
the different datasets and, similarly to what was done to the association rules, different values of
support and confidence are presented and analysed. As it was stated on Section 4.3.1, due to the
limitation of the available resources it is possible to process the complete dataset. Hence only the
thematic datasets were considered. Similarly to what happened on the association rules discovery
stage the domains were also analysed at various levels (FQDN, FLD and SLD). For each scenario
of the analysis the algorithm cSPADE was also applied, with the restriction of the domains of the
rules are consecutive on the dataset, in order to compare the number of sequential patterns found
on each scenario.
When comparing the number of sequential patterns and association rules discovered, on Ap-
pendixes A and B, respectively, it is easily noticed that, for the same dataset, there are more
association rules than sequential patterns. This is easily explained by the characteristics of the
relations. As association rules, unlike sequential patterns, do not consider the order of the ele-
ments on the log it is common to have symmetric rules (i.e. A→ B and B→ A). As expected,
the variations on the minimum support and confidence values also affect the number of sequential
patterns discovered. The increase of at least one of those parameters increases the relevance of the
discovered patterns but is also responsible for the decrease of the number of results.
Since sequential patterns are seen as an evolution of association rules with the inclusion of
the element of time, it is possible to say that the discovered sequential patterns are a subset of
the association rules from the same dataset, with similar support and confidence values. For this
reason the global analysis made on the association rules on the previous Section, remains true for
the discovered sequential patterns. Tables 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 contain the main rules found on each
dataset, when the analysis considers the complete domains. Since the analysis of the domains with
less levels is similar, those tables are not presented on this analysis but some distinct patterns are
presented.
In relation to the results of the analysis, on each scenario it is possible to verify that most of
the sequential patterns discovered are not interesting. Sequences composed by a single domain
repeated several times, automatic requests originated by applications, advertisement or plugins to
discover metrics about Websites (like Google Analytics14) are not analysed in detail. Besides this,
domains from content delivery networks are also excluded from the detailed analysis. Considering
the main goals of this study and for the specific case of Facebook, which is the company highest
content delivery network on the dataset, it is more relevant to know that when a user requires the
resolution of the domain www.facebook.com he will also make some requests for domains of the
Facebook Content Delivery Network (at least for the content that is shown on his timeline) than
know which server hosts the content that users require since it can change over time.
For the users with requests for media domains, the results of the three levels of domain analysis
(FQDN, FLD and SLD) are quite similar. Most of the sequential patterns are composed uniquely
14http://www.google.com/analytics/
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Table 5.13: Sample of the sequential patterns discovered on the Media dataset.
Rule Support Confidence Lift
{www.maxima.xl.pt}→ {www.sabado.pt} 0.49% 42% 12
{www.rr.sapo.pt}→ {www.sicnoticias.sapo.pt} 0.49% 10% 8
{www.diariodigital.sapo.pt}→ {economico.sapo.pt} 0.46% 43% 8
{www.sabado.pt}→ {www.semanainformatica.xl.pt} 0.46% 13% 22
{www.sicnoticias.sapo.pt}→ {sol.sapo.pt} 0.41% 30% 7
{pesquisa.sapo.pt}→ {www.rr.sapo.pt} 0.40% 71% 15
{www.ocasiao.pt}→ {www.ojogo.pt} 0.40% 57% 12
{www.empregosonline.pt}→ {www.jornaldenegocios.pt} 0.38% 37% 6
{www.dinheirovivo.pt}→ {www.dn.pt} 0.33% 37% 6
{videos.sapo.pt}→ {visao.sapo.pt} 0.32% 38% 7
{olhares.sapo.pt}→ {www.sic.sapo.pt} 0.24% 59% 17
by media domains, usually of the same conglomerate of companies, or have a common domain.
Curiously, the patterns that are considered relevant for analysis have only two elements and only on
a few there is not a direct link from the first domain, to the latter one. The first pattern that is worth
to mention is {pesquisa.sapo.pt} → {www.rr.sapo.pt}, from SAPO’s search engine to a radio
station called Renascença, which has a support o 0.4% and a confidence of 70.5%. At first sight
this may suggest that people who visit the latter domain of the sequence does not know the correct
address. However, the rule does imply that the client went to the radio Website from the search en-
gine. Some other pages may be visited between those. To verify if it is common to go directly from
the first element of the sequence to the next one, the same experiment was made with the additional
restriction of only considering consecutive elements from the log to support the patterns. It means
that if a client has the sequence {pesquisa.sapo.pt},{www. f acebook.com},{www.rr.sapo.pt} it
will not support the pattern above. It is possible to verify that there is a pattern with this sequence,
with slightly lower support and confidence values, that reinforces the idea that people do not know
the correct address of the radio. Another possibility is that SAPO’s search engine is the homepage
of some users, and the Website of the radio station is the first one that is visited by them.
Another interesting result, from the analysis on the complete domains, is the pattern {www.rr.sapo.pt}→
{www.sicnoticias.sapo.pt}. Although this pattern has the highest support, it has the lowest value
of confidence, 10.4%. This means that although being the pattern that reflects the behaviour of a
higher number of clients, after visiting the first domain, only a small amount of them requires the
second domain of the sequence.
In relation to the sequential patterns from the users who required domains related with SAPO,
similarly to the media analysis, the results are similar for the analysis on the complete domains
and on the second level domains. On the other hand, the analysis of the first level domains did not
brought any interesting result, since the discovered patterns that remains after removing the ones
that are not considered relevant are composed by the repetition of the same domain, two or more
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Table 5.14: Sample of the sequential patterns discovered on the SAPO dataset.
Rule Support Confidence Lift
{anuncios.sapo.pt}→ {auto.sapo.pt} 0.14% 22% 25
{auto.sapo.pt}→ {www.blogs.sapo.pt} 0.13% 15% 17
{anuncios.sapo.pt}→ {www.blogs.sapo.pt} 0.12% 18% 20
{books.google.pt}→ {drive.google.com} 0.11% 20% 27
{www.rr.sapo.pt}→ {www.sicnoticias.sapo.pt} 0.11% 10% 8
{alertas.sapo.pt}→ {arcadenoe.sapo.pt} 0.10% 18% 40
{internacional.sapo.pt}→ {m.sapo.pt} 0.10% 17% 13
{video.google.pt}→ {www.blogger.com} 0.09% 19% 19
{mapas.sapo.pt}→ {musicbox.sapo.pt} 0.09% 14% 21
{www.casa.sapo.pt}→ {www.cmtv.sapo.pt} 0.09% 12% 6
{www.cmjornal.xl.pt}→ {www.cmtv.sapo.pt} 0.08% 38% 18
{jogos.sapo.pt}→ {kids.sapo.pt} 0.08% 20% 42
{kids.sapo.pt}→ {www.leiloes.sapo.pt} 0.08% 17% 38
{oficinas.auto.sapo.pt}→ {panoramas.fotos.sapo.pt} 0.08% 13% 21
{maps.google.pt}→ {news.google.pt} 0.08% 13% 23
{musicbox.sapo.pt}→ {www.net.sapo.pt} 0.08% 12% 19
{www.net.sapo.pt}→ {noticias.sapo.pt} 0.08% 12% 10
{imap.gmail.com}→ {imap.sapo.pt} 0.08% 11% 12
{drive.google.com}→ {mail.google.com} 0.08% 10% 6
{www.leiloes.sapo.pt}→ {links.sapo.pt} 0.07% 15% 26
{picasaweb.google.pt}→ {play.google.com} 0.07% 14% 13
{messenger.sapo.pt}→ {mobile.sapo.pt} 0.07% 12% 20
{translate.google.pt}→ {video.google.pt} 0.07% 11% 22
{voucher.sapo.pt}→ {www.meo.pt} 0.07% 11% 31
{www.automotor.xl.pt}→ {www.cmtv.sapo.pt} 0.06% 41% 20
{www.kanal.pt}→ {m.sapo.pt} 0.06% 25% 20
{lojaviva.sapo.pt}→ {messenger.sapo.pt} 0.06% 20% 37
{crescer.sapo.pt}→ {cultura.sapo.pt} 0.06% 14% 39
{mulher.sapo.pt}→ {www.musica.sapo.pt} 0.06% 11% 21
{www.net.sapo.pt}→ {www.meo.pt} 0.06% 10% 27
{anuncios.sapo.pt},{auto.sapo.pt}→ {www.blogs.sapo.pt} 0.05% 37% 41
{olhares.sapo.pt}→ {www.sic.sapo.pt} 0.05% 14% 18
{astrologia.sapo.pt}→ {beachcam.sapo.pt} 0.05% 12% 30
times. Likewise to the results of the analysis on clients with media requests, most of the elements
of a sequential pattern have a common domain (in this case sapo.pt, google.com or google.pt). An
interesting pattern, despite its low confidence, is {imap.gmail.com} → {imap.sapo.pt}. The re-
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Table 5.15: Sample of the sequential patterns discovered on the Social Networks dataset.
Rule Support Confidence Lift
{www.google.com}→ {www.facebook.com} 3.80% 35% 0
{www.twitter.com}→ {www.facebook.com} 2.60% 12% 0
{www.youtube.com}→ {www.facebook.com} 1.54% 35% 0
{www.google.com}→ {www.twitter.com} 1.27% 12% 1
{play.google.com}→ {www.plus.google.com} 0.62% 37% 3
{www.youtube.com}→ {www.twitter.com} 0.49% 11% 1
{www.instagram.com}→ {www.facebook.com} 0.33% 33% 0
{www.google.pt}→ {www.twitter.com} 0.32% 11% 1
{www.bing.com}→ {www.facebook.com} 0.28% 41% 1
{www.tumblr.com}→ {www.facebook.com} 0.27% 35% 0
{t.co}→ {www.twitter.com} 0.25% 44% 2
{www.instagram.com}→ {www.google.com} 0.16% 16% 1
{picasaweb.google.pt}→ {play.google.com} 0.15% 23% 14
{books.google.pt}→ {drive.google.com} 0.12% 24% 33
{translate.google.pt}→ {video.google.pt} 0.11% 13% 25
{video.google.pt}→ {www.blogger.com} 0.11% 21% 20
{maps.google.pt}→ {play.google.com} 0.09% 12% 7
{drive.google.com}→ {mail.google.com} 0.08% 11% 6
{maps.google.pt}→ {news.google.pt} 0.08% 10% 16
{www.facebook.com}, {www.apple.com} →
{www.google.com}
0.07% 12% 1
{play.google.com}, {www.plus.google.com} → {trans-
late.google.pt}
0.06% 10% 12
{www.facebook.com}, {books.google.pt} →
{drive.google.com}
0.05% 23% 31
{www.plus.google.com}, {translate.google.pt} →
{video.google.pt}
0.05% 16% 31
{www.facebook.com}, {www.instagram.com} →
{www.google.com}
0.05% 13% 1
{web.mit.edu}→ {www.google.com} 0.03% 22% 2
{www.facebook.com}, {maps.google.pt}→ {news.google.pt} 0.03% 13% 20
{www.facebook.com}, {picasaweb.google.pt} →
{play.google.com}
0.03% 14% 9
{picasaweb.google.com}→ {play.google.com} 0.03% 14% 8
verse was also referred on the previous Section as an association rule of the complete dataset. How-
ever, when the dataset is composed by the clients with requests for SAPO’s domains, this sequence
is more frequent than the one referred on the previous Section. Although {www.automotor.xl.pt}→
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{www.cmtv.sapo.pt} has a lower support than the previous pattern, 0.06% versus 0.08%, it is the
pattern with the highest confidence, of this analysis, with 41%. The domain kids.sapo.pt, whose
target audience are the youngsters, is present in two sequential patterns. While the first one,
{ jogos.sapo.pt} → {kids.sapo.pt} is not surprising since it suggests that the people more in-
terested in games are the youngsters, the second, {kids.sapo.pt} → {www.leiloes.sapo.pt15}, is
unexpected since it is not expected that a kid has money or the required information to buy items
on the Internet, and there is no link from one page to another. This sequence is also present when
the the restriction of the consecutive domains is active.
Unlike on the analysis on the users with SAPO requests, where most of the sequential patterns
were about that domain, when the subject is social networks there are no interesting patterns with
subdomains of sapo.pt. As it is possible to see, in Table 5.15 most of the patterns are composed
either by social networks, services provided by Google or a mix of the both. Domains related
with Facebook have a clear dominance on the results. From the analysis made when the minimum
confidence was 10% and the minimum support value equal to 100 persons, 68% of the 2,815
sequential patterns discovered contained the domain www.facebook.com. For the same scenario it
is possible to know that Twitter (www.twitter.com) and Google+ (plus.google.com) are present in
only 14% and 2% of the rules, respectively. Other social networks domains like www.twitter.com
(with 14%) and plus.google.com (2%)
15A domain related with auctions
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Despite the collection of DNS queries by some entities, like ISPs, there is a little published work
over this type of data analysis. This may happen because logs with other types of data have more
information and, consequently, have potential to extract more detailed and complex information.
Another potential reason for the lack of published work is the privacy of this type of the clients.
For this study only a few features of the log were made available and the IP of the clients was
encrypted to ensure the privacy of the users.
The DNS Usage Mining, similarly to the Query Log Analysis and the Web Usage Mining, is
composed by four stages: data collection, data preparation, data analysis and data post-processing.
Since the dataset was provided by SAPO, only the last three stages were executed on this study.
For the characterization of the dataset the data preparation consisted on the removal of records,
either from incomplete days of the collection (the first and the last) or records with an unexpected
structure, and the selection of the most relevant features for the statistical analysis. For the appli-
cation of the data mining algorithms it was necessary to do some extra work. For the discovery
of association rules it was necessary to have all the requests (without repetition of elements) of a
user on a single line, separated by a delimiter character, while for the sequential patterns each line
referred to a single request, and contained the information about the client and the order of the
request, inside the session. The preparation of the dataset for the discovery of association rules
and sequential patterns also included the removal of sessions with only one requests, since those
sessions would be an impediment for the discovery of those relations. Due to the limitation of
the available resources that did not allow the complete analysis of the dataset for the discovery of
sequential patterns, some thematic datasets were created. The selected topics are Media, SAPO
and Social Networks. For these datasets were selected the users that made requests for at least one
of the domains that were part of the selection filter.
The analysis of the dataset shown that there is no pattern on the number of requests made
along the collection period, which may be caused by some problems during the collection stage.
However if the same analysis is made for the average number of requests on each day of the week,
it is possible to discover a more well-known pattern where the number of requests is above the
average during the week days and drops during the weekend. However this drop is not as sharp
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as expected. In relation to the evolution of the number of requests during the day, the results are
similar to the expected. From midnight to 6:00, the number of requests decreases considerably, but
after that time starts to increase until lunch time. During the afternoon the evolution is a little bit
unstable, since it changes a few times until 20:00 when the number of requests starts to increase
again, until the end of the day. As expected the most common type of DNS request is to transform
a domain name into the correspondent IP address, either types A or AAAA. which are responsible
for almost 98% of the requests. Next the most common types of requests are the PTR type, which
transforms an IP address into a name, and the MX type, which is related to the exchange of e-
mail. From the analysis of the number of requests per location, it was possible to notice that
the locations with more requests are some of the most relevant Portuguese cities. However, the
absence of some major cities like Guimarães or Setúbal from the log was unexpected. This may be
caused by the use of approximate locations like Braga or Lisboa, respectively. Still on the analysis
of the locations of the requests, it was possible to notice that the relation between the population
and the number of requests is not directly proportional, since some cities like Vila Nova de Gaia
and Sintra have way less requests than it would be expected from their population. Although there
are domains with almost 275,000 requests, more than 70% of them is only requested once, which
makes the average number of requests per domain quite low (around 20). This value increases
to 61 when the same analysis is made to the First Level Domains. It is also important to refer
that, from one scenario to the other, the number of different domains decreases from 670,000 to
220,000 and the domain with more requests was queries almost 1,000,000 times. In relation to the
number of requests per IP, or client, despite the existence of users with almost 15,000 requests, the
average number of requests is only 7. Even though the collection was made during a period of one
month, only 60% of the users made 5 or more requests and only 19% made at least 10 queries.
www.google.com and www.facebook.com are the domains with more requests but domains that are
related to them have also many requests. From the 10 domains with more requests, 6 are related
with Facebook and 2 with Google. However a domain with many requests does not mean that it is
popular. This is clear for the domain localhost, which is the third domain with more requests but
was only requested by 769 clients.
From the discovery of association rules it is also possible to draw some conclusions. It is
common the existence of symmetrical rules, like A→ B and B→ A. However this is more frequent
with domains that have a similar number of requests, due to the confidence restriction. Since
domains related with Google and Facebook are very popular they appear in a big part of the rules.
If a domain has the minimum support, there is a big chance of an association rule exists with an
element related with the domain www.google.com and/or www.facebook.com. The analysis on the
different levels of the domains led to similar results, however it is common to discover some new
rules on the analysis of their lower levels (SLD and FLD) due to the lower number of different
domains in the dataset. From the analysis of the discovered rules it is also possible to detect that
many rules are composed by domains of services provided by the same company (like Google or
SAPO) and there are also many rules composed by domains of related subjects, from which the
rules composed by Media domains stand out. In relation to the analysis of the thematic datasets,
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as expected, the discovered rules are mostly composed by the domains that were used to filter the
users.
Since sequential patterns are an evolution of association rules, where the element of time is
considered for the analysis, it is possible to say that the set of sequential patterns discovered is
contained on the set of the discovered association rules. Due to this fact, the conclusions that were
made for the association rules can also be applied for the sequential patterns, with the exception
of the existence of symmetrical sequential patterns.
6.1 Future Work
Besides the different types of analysis made on to the dataset during this semester, it is possible to
further investigate it and apply other techniques to take complete advantage of its potential. The
utilization of temporal constraints to define user sessions is one of the easiest, and yet relevant,
changes that may be applied to the analysis. With this constraint, the association rules and sequen-
tial patterns may be different from the ones presented on this study. The utilization of different
period of time for the session definition may also lead to the standardization of the "typical" time
of a DNS user session.
The real-time analysis would be also an interesting approach for this problem. With this type of
analysis, instead of only considering a dataset from a defined period of time, it would be possible
to consider more data, according to its generation rate. Considering the data generation rate of
DNS queries on SAPO’s servers, which is very high and susceptible to variations over time, it
would be required data stream techniques to execute this type of analysis [63, 64].
Detect bursts and new trends of domains among the clients would provide relevant informa-
tion for SAPO. With this knowledge, it would be possible for them, ideally in real-time, to take
advantage of those trends. Two possible benefits that might arise from this knowledge are a better
targeting of advertisement, the creation or improvement of services to respond to the clients needs
and interests, but many other advantages may result from it.
Classification techniques can also be applied in order to create groups of clients and identify
their distinguishing features, based on a set of training data [35]. With this knowledge, it would
be possible to predict the behaviour of the clients and improve the performance of the process.
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Appendix A
Number of Sequential Patterns
A.1 Media Requests
Table A.1: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Media Requests - Full Query Domain
Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 87 35 10 2 0
1% 4 2 0 0 0
5% 0 0 0 0 0
Table A.2: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Media Requests - Second Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 212 64 16 2 0
1% 19 7 0 0 0
5% 1 1 0 0 0
Table A.3: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Media Requests - First Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 2,802 2,166 208 19 5
1% 319 251 7 0 0
5% 26 22 0 0 0
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A.1.1 MaxGap = 1
Table A.4: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Media Requests - Full Query Domain
Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 28 13 4 2 0
1% 1 0 0 0 0
5% 0 0 0 0 0
Table A.5: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Media Requests - Second Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 33 17 4 2 0
1% 3 2 0 0 0
5% 1 1 0 0 0
Table A.6: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Media Requests - First Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 84 50 10 4 0
1% 16 10 1 0 0
5% 5 3 0 0 0
A.2 SAPO Requests
Table A.7: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with SAPO Requests - Full Query Domain
Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 452 286 166 142 21
0.1% 180 100 49 39 16
1% 2 0 0 0 0
5% 0 0 0 0 0
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Table A.8: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with SAPO Requests - Second Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 1,022 420 131 37 21
0.1% 455 185 52 21 16
1% 10 4 0 0 0
5% 1 1 0 0 0
Table A.9: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Media Requests - First Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 24,880 19,526 4,904 1,331 524
0.1% 9,060 6,819 1,437 182 33
1% 330 252 77 1 0
5% 31 27 9 1 0
A.2.1 MaxGap = 1
Table A.10: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with SAPO Requests - Full Query Domain
Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 145 72 45 20 16
0.1% 70 37 23 17 13
1% 1 0 0 0 0
5% 0 0 0 0 0
Table A.11: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with SAPO Requests - Second Level Do-
mains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 138 63 26 17 15
0.1% 68 40 17 14 12
1% 4 3 0 0 0
5% 1 1 0 0 0
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Table A.12: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with SAPO Requests - First Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 642 216 61 31 16
0.1% 331 108 33 18 9
1% 28 10 1 0 0
5% 6 2 0 0 0
A.3 Social Networks Requests
Table A.13: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Social Networks Requests - Full Query
Domain Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 2,815 2,171 388 82 51
0.1% 587 416 68 9 7
1% 39 36 10 0 0
5% 0 0 0 0 0
Table A.14: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Social Networks Requests - Second
Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 5,136 3,330 450 101 53
0.1% 1,123 695 68 9 7
1% 57 42 8 0 0
5% 3 2 1 0 0
Table A.15: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Social Networks Requests - First Level
Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 54,894 45,991 10,460 4,618 1,891
0.1% 8,002 6,529 827 95 16
1% 333 274 52 0 0
5% 34 29 10 0 0
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A.3.1 MaxGap = 1
Table A.16: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Social Networks Requests - Full Query
Domain Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 216 85 32 18 13
0.1% 87 23 5 4 4
1% 3 1 0 0 0
5% 0 0 0 0 0
Table A.17: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Social Networks Requests - Second
Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 282 131 38 22 15
0.1% 88 41 6 4 4
1% 8 5 0 0 0
5% 2 2 0 0 0
Table A.18: Number of Sequential Patterns of Users with Social Networks Requests - First Level
Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 978 337 79 41 19
0.1% 309 105 17 10 4
1% 32 13 1 0 0
5% 8 4 0 0 0
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Number of Association Rules
B.1 Media Requests
Table B.1: Number of Association Rules of Users with Media Requests - Full Query Domain
Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 400 105 23 9 1
1% 29 11 0 0 0
5% 3 0 0 0 0
Table B.2: Number of Association Rules of Users with Media Requests - Second Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 801 366 41 12 1
1% 82 48 2 0 0
5% 6 2 0 0 0
Table B.3: Number of Association Rules of Users with Media Requests - First Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 9,903 7,336 5,327 648 5
1% 1,055 792 615 0 0
5% 95 71 50 0 0
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B.2 SAPO Requests
Table B.4: Number of Association Rules of Users with SAPO Requests - Full Query Domain
Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 1,668 559 79 8 0
0.1% 678 142 21 2 0
1% 11 3 0 0 0
5% 2 0 0 0 0
Table B.5: Number of Association Rules of Users with SAPO Requests - Second Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 4,410 2,421 215 25 1
0.1% 1,639 829 43 7 1
1% 46 31 1 0 0
5% 3 1 0 0 0
Table B.6: Number of Association Rules of Users with Media Requests - First Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 87,016 69,048 51,024 25,086 16,864
0.1% 32,330 25,216 19,362 8,292 6,878
1% 1,080 882 690 300 300
5% 88 74 48 30 30
B.3 Social Networks Requests
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Table B.7: Number of Association Rules of Users with Social Networks Requests - Full Query
Domain Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 15,203 10,476 7,542 7,183 806
0.1% 2,723 1,862 1,447 1,399 120
1% 112 96 89 89 0
5% 8 5 4 4 0
Table B.8: Number of Association Rules of Users with Social Networks Requests - Second Level
Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 27,074 18,596 10,375 8,784 775
0.1% 4,704 3,289 1,802 1,695 64
1% 167 143 93 92 0
5% 14 10 6 6 0
Table B.9: Number of Association Rules of Users with Social Networks Requests - First Level
Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 141,263 108,146 70,965 36,862 15,261
0.1% 23,337 17,544 12,056 5,396 2,623
1% 860 668 488 194 108
5% 81 60 44 17 8
B.4 Complete Log
Table B.10: Number of Association Rules on the Complete Log - Full Query Domain Names.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 31,876 10,932 1,467 322 99
0.1% 408 67 11 0 0
1% 8 1 0 0 0
5% 2 0 0 0 0
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Table B.11: Number of Association Rules on the Complete Log - Second Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 63,324 31,568 3,195 579 127
0.1% 865 415 12 2 0
1% 28 18 0 0 0
5% 3 1 0 0 0
Table B.12: Number of Association Rules on the Complete Log - First Level Domains.
Support
Confidence
10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
100 users 438,804 305,755 193,529 38,538 2,027
0.1% 6,958 4,689 2,733 4 0
1% 299 219 65 0 0
5% 29 22 2 0 0
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